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U. Center suffers damage
Sharon

Kubatz~y

features/ arts editor

Several ceiling tiles in the
University Center were broken
and a glass window in the door of
the University Bookstore was
smashed sometime early Tu esday morning, camp us officials
said.
The incident was discovered
..- by an employee opening the
building around 6:45 a.m. Tu esday , accordi ng to University
Center director Robert Schmalfeld . There was no sign of forced
entry to the building and nothi ng
was reported missing.
One ceil ing panel in the lobby
area and several in the lounge
were broken. Schmalfeld said
that hassocks were piled up near
some of the broken tiles in the

lounge, but that he had no idea
how the vandals reached the ceiling in the 10Qby, which he estimated as being 25 to 30 feet high .
In one area , telephone and electric wires had been pulled down
out of the ceiling, Schmalfe.Id
said . He estimated the damage at
about $150.
The building was checked and
locked by the University Center
night m anager, Yates Sanders, at
11 p:m. MO,nday, Schmalfeld
said. Another check was m ade by
cam pu s police around 1:40 a.m. ,
accordi ng to William G. Karabas ,
director of University Police. No
one was sched uled to be in the
building afte r 11 p.m.
C'ampus officials have no suspects in the incident and are not
certain what motive was involved.
" We 're at a loss over the

thing," Karabas said . " You can
speculate on a dozen different
theories . We'r e just looking at all
the possibilities."
" It ap peared that they were
loo king for something," Schmalfeld said . "I'm not sure what they
were looking for , but tl)e re are all
sorts of wires in the building. "
Karabas said that someone
could have gained entry to the
building after the safet y checks,
possibly by use of a key or by
pulling a door open with force , or
that someone could have rem ained in the building aft er 11
p.m. and eluded the safety checks.
This was the first such incident
of this nature to occur in the
Univ ersity Center, according to
Schmalfeld. He sa id that t he process of the safety chec ks will be
reviewed in order to prevent
similar occurences in the future . •

Sharon Kll : ·~ tz k~

WHERE IS EVERYTHING?: Six reproduc tions of Chinese art
were stolen from a display case in the J.C. Penn ey Bu ilding last
week. The inset photo shows fingerprints found on the case.

Artwork stolen
from display case
Kevin A. Curtin
c o'n ews editor
Sharon Kubatzky

HANG IN THERE: This ceiling ti.le in the University Center Lounge was one of several that were
broken sometime early Tuesday morning. There was no sign of forced entry and nothing was
reported missing.

Officials solve studio dispute
Jeff Kuehno
editor

After meeting twice within the
last week , officials from UMSL
and American Cablevision of St.
LQuis have solved most of their
differences concerning the establishment of a public cabletelevision access studio' at UMSL.
" We have agreed in principle
on a do cument, pending legal and
corporate approval ," sai d John
Whitley , general manager of
American Cablevision. " We've
found suitable compromises for
just about every issue ."
The two parties met for about
five hours last Friday and for
three hours Tuesday night to discuss discrepancies in earlier
proposals. Among the issues
that both sides felt were major
stumbling blocks in the negotiations were programming rights
and the responsibility for operation, maintenance and utility
costs.
" In general , our draft called
for the splitting of costs ," said
Blair K. Farrell, director of
University Relations at UMSL,
"Their proposal had us paying all
the costs after remodeling."
Farrell added that American
Cablevision's wish to maintain

exclus iv e rights to all progr amming produced at the access
studio was unacceptable to
UMSL's
Cable-Televis ion
Committee.
Under t he new proposal verbally agreed upon Tu es day night ,
though , American Cablevis ion
will give UMSL exclusive rights
to its 25 hours of programming
for edu cational use, and also will
maintain all equipment in th e
studio. In exchange , UMSL has
agreed to pay all utility costs.
" Our concern all along has
been to guarantee that taxpaye rs' funds and student fees
would not be diverted to the
bene fit of a profit-making operation ," Farrell sai d. " After sitting
down and looking at all the costs ,
though, we could convince ourselves that we were keeping the
integrity of the university."
Other changes included placing air conditioning costs under
renovation costs. The two sides
agreed several months ago to
split the costs of renovating two
rooms on the first floor of Lucas
Hall , which will be used for the
stu dio and control room .
American also was concerned
about the studio being available
at practical times for the public ,
especially since UMSL will be

allowed first shot at scheduling
its 25 hours a week. In order to
guarantee proper access time ,
UMSL has promised to present
its schedule to American
Cablevision 12 academi c months
in advance. If confli cts surface
the schedule may be modified b~
mutual consent between the two
parties.
" We want to insu re. ourselves
that we have legitimate access
t.ime ," said Ken Jaskot, director
of community prog'r amming at
American Cablevision.
Farrell said the two sides will
review notes from the last two
meetings and then send them to
American's attorney in Denver
and UMSL's in Columbia, Mo ., so
that they could produce a final
document that would represent
both s ides .
" It's important they develop'
one document," Farrell said.
"The last time there were two
documents, and each one was too
one-sided. "
Farrell added that isstfes such
as insurance and indemnification were left unresolved by the
two parties , and that the respective attorneys would have to
work those problems out.
See "Cable," page 2

Six reproductions of ancient Chinese art were stolen
from a displa y case on the
second floor of the J .C. Penney Building between Tuesday night and early Wednesday
morning, according to UMSL
poli ce.
Police said that Karen
Rohn e, an administrator with
the Contin uing EducationExtension
Division , discovered the items missing
around 2 p.m. Wednesday
afternoon .
The di splay case has been
fingerprinted by UMSL police.
Director of UniverSity Police
William G. Karabas said the
pri nts lifted from the case are
bein g used in t he police
department's investigation.
" We've taken the prints and
put them with the rest of our
files ," Karabas said. " Right

now. the inv estigation is still
underway. But already we 've
recovered two of the miSSing
pi eces.
Th e two pieces that have
been recov ered are a 15-inch
tall carved horse and a vase .
They were found under a
stai rwell in the basement of
the J .C. Penney Building.
Karabas sai d that the J. C.
Penney Build ing is one of the
most widel y used buildings on
cam pu s.
Laura Aldenderfer, coordinator of ex hibits and collections for the univ ersity , declined to comment on the
inc ident.
The artwork was a gift to
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman from the National Museum of History in Taiwan.
They were classic reproductions of Chinese art
fr om the Ming and Tang
dynasties .

inside
Let's go Blues!

Sunk

Michele Bowman, a secretaryat UMSL, and UMSL
student Kathy Ramsey are
among 20 young women
competing in the "Miss St.
Louis Blues" contest. The
contest, which ends Feb.
25, is being held for the
benefit of the St. Louis
Heart Association.

The UMSL swimming team
ended . its disappointing
season last weekend.
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Burack wins recognition
Univers'ity in Kansas . She has
lived in St. Louis since 1980.
"The job 1 had before this was
coordinating a shelter for battered women in Cape Girardeau," Burack said. " Som~ of the
things I do now are training
volunteers who will be working
with these women. 1 served on
the women's program council for
the higher education council in
the city."

Brian Hayden
reporter

Cathy Burack has been named
one of 10 " Outstanding Young
Women of America" by the
national organization of the
same name. Burack serves as '
coordinator of the UMSL Women 's Center. 107 A Benton Hall.
Hall.
Burack was nominated by
Lowe S. MacLean . Dean of Student Affairs. " 1 sent Ms. Burack 's .
resume and a catalog of programs typical of the high quality
of work [in the Women's Center] ," MacLean said. "' She runs a
very good program that meets
the needs of a lot of women, particularly returning students. "

She said she sees a great need
for shelters for battered women
because there are only two in the
St. Louis area.
Burack said she enjoys her job
and UMSL. "I like UMSL. 1 like it
a lot, " she said. ''I' m going to continue to work in this area in this
field. It's really a fine school. "
Some of Burack's duties are
coordinating the operation of the
Women's Center, dire cting some
of its programs , and ' participating in one-on-one co unseling.
The center has operated at UMSL
since 1973. Some of the programs
being offered by the center ~r

Burack. 28. is a native of
Philadelphia . She earned her
und e r graduate degree in psy chology from the University of
Rochester in New York and her
master's degree in community
psychology from Wichita State

the rest of the semester include
financial planning for women,
basic auto maintenance. and a
seminar on the growing herpes
epidemic .
For students today, Burack
recommends acquiring as many
4skiils as possible . " Maybe because I'm in education I'm
always one to push for acquiring
as many skills as you can, " she
said. " What's not practical now
might be put to good use in the
future . "
Burack said she feels there
may be some popular misconceptions about the Women's Center. " I'm sure a lot of women
think 'If 1 go in there I'll have to
burn my bra ." Burack said.
However , she said the services
are socially rather than politically oriented.
A day-care 'program is one of
the things Burack said that
UMSL needs most. " The only
thing we have now is at Marillac,
and there's a two-year waiting
list ." she said. "Day care would
make school a lot eas ier for many
women."

...

Rich Podhorn

CONGRATULATIONS: Cathy Burack has been chosen one of
the 10 "Outstanding Young Women of America" for her work as
coordinator of the UMSL Women's Center. She has been at
UMSL since 1980.

--

Food Services increases prices on several items
~antel
reporter

Johnson

Except for produce, dairy products and bread , which are
bought locally , other foods are
made from scratch here on cam pus . Prices on these can be kept
down . he said .
Chickey said Food Services
meets with a Student Committee
of the University Center Advis ory Board to take suggestions ,
complaints and ideas for changes .
He said they try to comply with
.vhat the students want.
A suggestion box will be placed
In the Underground some tim e
t hi s week , as soon as cards ar e
printed for it , he said. " There
shnuld be no more increases in

'

Prices were increased on a few
items at the Underground and
the Education Office Buildin g
cafeteria on the South (Marillac)
campus to cov e r the costs o f food .
according to John Chi c key . food
servi ces mana ger a t Un iv e rsity
Center.
Prices we nl up a t th e beg inning of th e winler se mes t e r on
Dannon Yo gurt. danish e s and a
few meat ite ms . Chick ey said.
Central Food s in Columbia ,
Mo ., whi c h se rvices all four
University of Mi s souri c ampuses . notified the sch ool of an
increas e on the items at the first
of the year. Chickey s aid . The
prices are the sam e as would be
found in the stores . he said .
"We have to be competitive, "
he said . " Because we are a commuter campus many UMSL students can go to nearby fast-food
restaurants and eat.·,

Cable
from page 1
Both sid es. though . were
pleased with the recent turn of
events .
" I feel very good about what
has happened the last two
meetings, " Whitley said . " Th e
miles apart have been reduced to
mere inches ."
' 'I'm more optimistic now than
I've be en in a 10'ng time ,"
F a rrell add e d.

eat here on campiIs have diff~rent feelings about the prices.

the near future ," he said.
Some factors considered before making a price increase, he
said , are handling of the produ ct
as it is shipped and arrives at the
school , preparation fo the product, labor and utilities .
Food services at the Fun
Palace were stopped on Jan . 3, he
said , because there was " too
much of a loss ." Labor and training workers were costing more
than gross profits , he said . Vending services are still availiable in
that building, however.
. Though UMSL students can
visit the many nearby fast -food
restaurants , some of those who

Freshman Tim Taylor, who '
has stopped buying yogurt because of the price increase said ,
"I would go somewhere else .
[The Underg'roundl is just convel11ent ...
Faye Riley, junior special
education major who said she
sometimes brings her lunch said ,
" I would eat here regularly if the

'------------~----l

tOo you have your eye on events~ t
t
.
t
t
t Hso, why not write

" Compared to going out, "
Marilyn Lam bert, senior preschool education major said , " I
don ·t think they 're bad at all. It's
better than fast food ."
A cafeteria worker who wished
not to be identified said he felt a
price increase was needed . He
said that possibl y he would
" rath e r eat at Riddl e' s , but 1
appreciate it here ."

FRIDA Y & SATURDAY
NIGHT

:

: Call Barb DePalma

t

or

: Kevin Curtin at

t

t

553 .. 5174

t

L____ 2~~~~~~~~~~~~
FEBRUARY 11 & 12
7:30 & 1 0:00 p.m.
1 0 1 Stadler Hall

8911 Natural Bridge
.% Mile west of H.anl.ey
THURSQA YS-LADIES' N ITE 9PM-12 MID,N IGHT
FRIDAYS-UMSL SPECIAL DRINK DAY
THISWEEK: VODKA COLLINS
2 FOR 1 12 NOON-6PM
WITHUMSLID

ST.VALENTINE'SDAYPARTY FEB.10
CELLA WINES 60~ A GLASS
9 PM TO MIDNIGHT LADIES' NIGHT $1 COVER
'~VEENTERTAINMENTTUES-SAT9PM-1AM-

WED & FRI
THURS

BRIAN CLARKE

--

--

t

: for the Current
t News Section.

t

prices weren't so high. "

$1 w/UMSL 1.0.

$1.50 General Public
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Ramsey discusses nuclear freeze movement
of " leap frog," Ramsey said. The
United States decided to employ
a nuclear policy in 1945, and four
years later the Soviets also
gained nuclear capability, he
said.
Since 1949 the United States
has developed the hydrogen
bomb, intercontinental ballistic
missles , land- and sea-based
missiles. and multiple-warhead
missiles with the Soviet Union
developing similar weapons a
few years later.
" Nothing has broken the
momentum of the process. ,.
Ramsey said. " Both are poised to
make a new leap."
In 1974 , the U.S. adopted a
"flexible nuclear option" policy
designed to strike first and
incapacitate the 'Soviet Union .
Ramsey said. This policy recognized the use of limited
nuclear war in fulfilling political.
social or economic objectives.
" But could you contain the
ecological consequences?" Ramsey asked . " Could you contain it
militarily or politically? There

Matthew T. Hall
reporter

The increasing popularity of a
nuclear arms freeze movement
is a result of a large number of
citizens examining for the first
time the history and consequences of the arms race, a
nucleaf'fr-eeze proponent said here
Monday .
Bill Ramsey, co-chairperson
of the National Freeze Conference, spoke at one of the Monday
Colloquium in Social Science
Research lectures held in the
McDonnell Conference Room ,
331 SSB.
The national freeze proposal
calls for the bilateral halting of
testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons.
" A freeze will not solve all the
problems , but it is a first step ,"
Ramsey said . who also is education and outreach coordinator for
the Ameri can Friends Service
Committee in St. Louis.
The entire history of the arms
race has been a predictable game

would have to be a response from
the Soviet Union."
The cruise, Trident II, Pershing and MX missile systems
are being developed for a firststrike. counterforce attack, Ramsey
said. Now there are separate but-

tons to push for each kind of
weapon in order to launch a
nuclear attack, whereas before
1974 there was just one button ,.he
said.
"The person in charge of a particular button now feels that the

consequences of pressing it are
limited," Ramsey said. "This
makes the use of nuclear
weapons more likely. The new
logic is use them or lose them.
" If we deploy our Pershing
missiles in West Germany as
planned. the Soviets have alreadv said that they will put their
missiles on launch-on-warning,"
he said.
This increases' the chances of
an accidental nuclear exchange,
since it takes only six minutes to
reach West Germany from the
Soviet Union . Ramsey said.
Today is the perfect time for a
bilateral freeze . Ramsey said.
"The Soviets have been catching
up to the U.S. for 35 years. Now
there is parity," he said.
Ramsey disputed the claims
that the Soviet Union is superior
in nuclear capability. The U.S.
has the edge in technology resulting in more warheads and
better accuracy, and the Soviets
have more kinds of missiles and
more deployment areas. he said.

Pi Kappa Alpha's Ninth Annual

DAnONA BEACH

Florida Trip

-

Hurry!! Don't miss out on PI Kappa Alpha's Ninth
Annual Daytona Beach Trip. Everyone Is welcome but
the trip will f ill quickly. Reservations are .avallable on
a first~me, f irst-served basis. Make checks payable
to and mail to PI Kappa Alpha, 8826 Natural Br idge
Road, St . Louis, Missour:I 63121.

SPRING BREAK
MARCH 18 - 27,. 1983
$219.00 per person

--

FULL PAYMENT MUST BE
RECEIVED BY FEBRUARY 11, 1183.

-

8 SUNFILLED DAYS
7 FUN FILLED NIGHTS
TRANSPORTATION
Daytona is located 100 miles south of Jacksonville Florida,
directly on the Atlantic Ocean. Round trip alr~ndltloned
charter motor coach transportation is included with the
trip .
LODGING
Stay at the First Class Motor Inn, THE WHITEHALL INN, located dl·
rectly on the beach and the "Strip" where the action III Each room II
carpeted, has color T.V., and holds 4 persons. Most rooms are ocean
front or ocean view with private balcony for cultivating that "deep, dark
tan. "
Space IS limited'
Reserve early
Reservations are on a I.,st
come. fIrst serve baSIS.

Explore our 23 miles of beach, perfect for Sunning, Sailing, Surtrng,
Water Skiing or just taking a walk down the long stretch of white Sand,
letting the warm surf splash on your feet.
For further information call:
Brian Willeke, 8826. Natural Bridge Rd., Bel-Ridge, Mo. • 423-2368
Lloyd Bollinger, 4421 Tustin, Bridgeton, Mo. • 739-4749

Travel Arrangements by.:

Na~

SUMMIT TRAVEL

Parkade Plaza

Columbia, Mo. 85201
(314) 874-6171

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Address _______________________________________________________________________________________

City ____________________ Stlte _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip

Full payment

mUlt be received by February 19, 1983.

_________ Home Phone ________

" U.S. Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger has said he
would not trade our system for
theirs ," Ramsey said. If we do not
commit to a freeze soon, both
countries will destroy the confidence that both have as a result
of SALT I and II. he said.
"With satellites, both countries can monitor the agreements." Ramsey said , " but the
new weapons are designed to get
around the monitoring systems.
We must trust our means of monitoring since we do not trust the
Soviets and vice versa . In the
end. however, we must learn how
to trust one another. but that will
not happen in the next two or
three years."
By 1985 at least 17 countries
will have nuclear capability,
Ramsey s aid. We must lead by
example so that they will not
build . he said.
.
"When Indi a's leader, Indira
Gandhi. came to visit President
Ronald Reagan." Ramsey said .
"he asked her to sign the nonproliferati on treaty on nuclear
arms . Ghandi looked at Reagan
and told him to sign the freeze."
After ending his talk Ramsey
accepted qu es ti ons from t he
audien ce. He addressed the issue
of the Sov iets controll ing t he
freez e.
See " Freeze," page 6

Curators
to meet
in Columbia
The University of Missouri
Boa rd of Curators will hold its
monthly meeting today and
F riday in Col umbia .
Some of the items to be pre·
se nted to th e curators from t he
UMSL ca mpu s includ e th e pos·
sibl e filing of the St udent
Associati on's lawsuit agai nst t he
univ ersity. the naming of the
archi tect fo r t he pl anning of the
science building. approval . of
adju stm ents in student union pnd
activities fees. and th e awarding
of a contract for roof replacement and repair on Clark and
Lu cas halls .
It also will be the first meeting
for three new curators who will
begin their Six-year terms this
year. The new curators are
J eanne Epple of Columbia, Kenneth Heath of East Prairie. and
W.H. Bates of Kansas City.
William G. Cocos , the new president of the Board of Curators,
also will take part in thi s
meeti~g .

Newman House
to offer lunch
Newman House, the Catholic
student center at UMSL, is
sponsoring "Mass and Minestrone" to introduce students
to the house .
Beginning Feb . 14 , Newman
House will celebrate mass
and afterward serve a free
soup lunch. Mass will begin at
noon on Mondays ; lunch will
be served at 12:30 p.m . On
Tuesdays, mass will begin at
12:30 p.m . and lunch will be
served at 1 p.m . Daily mass on
Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays will be held at noon
and will be offered at 12:30
p.m . on
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays.
"Everyone is welcome to
come to the house," said Nick .
Wagner, associate campus '
minister. "We also have information available on oth~
events happening at New
man House."
For more information, cal
the Newman House at 38
3455. The house is located at
8200 Natural Bridge Road.

.
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Professor defends action
at recentfilm showing
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ew escort program
exploits students
Because of the rather large size of the
UMSL camp us, the newly established Student Escort program could develop into a
tremendous service for UMS~ students.
Unfortunate Iv, t he new service already
has hurt m'ore st udents t han it has
helped .

'that the Student Patrol members would
not ticket cars. But, as we have ~een , .
they do. .
'
.•

Because the Student Patrol baSically 'i's
serving UMSL"cl's"extra pol i'ce officers, the '
$7 ,500 taken from the student activities
fee to fund the program is subsidizing the
UMSL police department. The money
The program, which consists or" 16 stu- '
dents wtio worK-in sh-irIs fro m ra.ffi.to l ' . "generated from parking violatio.ns enters r
the parking fund . which already is fat
p.m . and from 6 to 11 p.m. every we~~day .
basically is a good idea. Its purpose IS to
enough. That students are paying for other
students to ticket cars is absurd .
protect UMSL students w'ho might be
leery of walking from one building to
It's also unlikely that the Student Patrol
anot her or to the parking lots, especially
is needed during the day. Few students
at night.
would ever request an escort from their
class to the parking lot in the morning or
The Student Patrol members , however,
afternoon. It's really only needed at
do more than just escort students. They
night.
patrol the campus looking for something
suspjciolls. an~ th_en fe~ort it t.o the UMSL
So what do they do during the day? They
police, which is fine . They also ticket cars
ticket as many cars as they possibly can.
.for parking violations, which is fine , too.' and at least one said he watches televi.The only problem is that this program is
sion. These students are paid $4 .01 an
.funded exclusively by students, 'which
hour. Hence. we're paying these students
I isn't~i~e . In fact. it's infuriating.
about $4 an hour to watch television and
ticket our cars-durin~!~e d~y .
If the Student Patrol members are
needed !Q. p~t..roI J ~~ campus and ticket
One Student Patrol member said he
cars, the primary duties of UMSL's cam-'
wrote about 100 tickets in one week. If they
pus police. they should be paid from the · have the time to do this , then they pro: same fund that ·pays the salaries of our
. bably are not available when someone
j campus police officers.
' needs an escort, which is exactly what
students -thought they.' were' 'paying fo.i-·
This program,introduced by ' Student
,
when the program was funded .
.
Association last semester, received
$7 ,500 in student activities money to get
In short, UMSL students are being
under way. At the time. it was understood
used.

Dear Editor:
I wish to address the comments of Bernard J. Backer (letter of Feb. 3) concerning my allegedly "obnoxious behavior" of
Jan. 21. I must admit that I was relatively
shocked to find myself being flagellated in
public for what I considered to be a show of
private interest in the subject of American
defense capabilities. I find it mo.st unfortunate that the Current editorial staff
should have printed what amount to
extremely serious allegations without
offering me any prior notification or fair
opportunity for a simultaneous refutation
of the charges against me. The overall
tone of Mr. Backer's letter is one of personal attack and denunciation . His detailed account of the Jan. 21 incident
suggests that he began taking notes on my
behavior the moment I walked in to Room
72 J.C. Penney Building. I shall address
only what I consider to be his general misrepresentation of the facts concerning
my behavior.
I did not attend the film "Countdown for
America" wearing the badge of assistant
professor at UMSL. I attended as a private
citizen, because I harbor a deep respect
for t he constitutional right of free expression and because I believe that learning
involves listening to the pOSitions of
others at all times, irrespective of the
specific political content il'lvolved.
As I entered Room 72, two people were
already engaged in discussion, which led
. me to believe that introductory com ments
were welcome prior to the film 's showing.
I had no preconceived notions of who
would be in attendance or how the meeting
would be structured. Under the circumstances, it was therefore not possible
for me to enter into active discussion onr
the basis of a " prepared commentary."
.'I had no intention of saying anything at
this meeting, but felt provoked enough by
Mr. Kiefer's introductory statement that I
rejoined with a completely spontaneous
,response. At no time did I suggest that the
entire U.S. military arsenal be scrapped.
nor did I propose that we "educate our
children as the Soviets educate theirs." I
would vigorously oppose efforts to have
first and second graders do their intellectual teething on the collected works of V.1.
Lenin. My remarks concerning the Soviet
emphasis on mathematics and natural
science training at the elementary and
secondary levels were intended to point
out that the long-term prospects of maintaining a credible national defense depend on our ability to produce scientists
and technicians. National studies testifying to a growing number of students who '
do not even command basic reading and
writing skills lead me to fear more for my
. country's security than do the manipulated statistics advanced by many a

CURRENT
University of Missouri-St. Louis
1 Blue Metal Office Building
8001 Natural Bridge Road
St. Louis , Mo. 63121
Phone: 553-5174
The Current is published weekly on Thursdays.
Advertising rates are available upon request by contacting the Business Office at 553-5175 . Space reservations
for advertisements must be received by noon Monday
prior to the date of publication.
The Current, financed in part by student activities fees , is
not an official publication of the University of Missouri.
The university is not responsible for the Current's contents and policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinions of
the editorial staff. Articles labeled "Commentary" are
the opinion of the individual writer.
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military-industrialist. There a:'e very few
points on which I manage to concur with
Ronald Reagan. I submit, however, that
the president did present the same argument connecting education and defense in
his State of the Union message of Jan.
25 .
I found Mr . Kinamore to be quite articu-

late, and I listened respectfully to his
arguments. I " interrupted" at a point
when I felt he had completed his com- ,
ments, but not with a "canned speech."
The " frenzied " character ascribed to
, my behavior presents me to the Current
audience as the proverbial madwoman in
the attic, when in fact it is the function of
the univerSity to promote substantive discussions of controversial issues , not
analyses of discussants ' personalities.
Having lived in a foreign culture, having
acquired extensive language skills in German and a basic comprehension of French
and Italian, I am very careful about choosing my expressions. To the best of my
knowledge, I have never uttered the term
" U.S. Imperialism" in any other than a
satirical fashion . It is correct that my'
remark evoked laughter -:- of the embarrassed. defensive kind , I dare say. The
fact that a woman unknown to me would
attempt to defend my academic integrity
speaks to the blatantly disrespectful
character of that laughter.
.1 i fail to see why CEA "was in no way
obliged to even listen to (sic - split infinitive) opposing views , much less provide a
forum for bell icose. splenetic tirades
from. an extremist member of the UMSL
. facuity." I would remind Backer tiiat even'
though CFA views itself as a i>rivat~'
organization, its meeting was publicly '
adver-tised and involved the use of state
property. As a member of the UMSL
faculty and as a Missouri taxpayer. I had
every right to attend this film . CFA supporters' unwillingness to listen to, much.
less to tolerate, the expression of diverse
opinions. on state property, amounts to a
flagrant violation of the first amendment
of the U.S. Constitution. As an avow;d
pacifist. it is unlikely that I engaged in
bellicose behavior.
I was also within my institutional rights
in advising Backer of the resolution of the
academic Senate (of which I am a member) last semester regarding the enforcement of a non-smoking policy in univerSity lecture and meeting rooms, That
resolution states that smoking is permissible " for informal meetings of not more
than 12 persons, provided there is a
See "Professor," page 5

Leu.. policy
The Current welcomes all letters to
the editor. All letters must be signed
and the writer's student number and
phone number must be included.
Non-students also must sign their letters, but only need to add their phone
number.
Names for published letters will be
withheld upon request, but letters with
which the writer's name is published
will receive first preference.
Responsibility for letters to the
editor belongs to the individual writer.
The Current is not responsible for controversial material in the letters, but
maintains the right to refuse publication of letters judged by the editorial
staff to be in poor taste.
Letters may be dropped off at the
Current offices, 1 Blue Metal Office
Building, or the University Center
Information Desk. They may also be
mailed to Letters to the Editor,
Current, 1 Blue Metal Office Building,
8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis,
Mo. 63121.
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_oreleHers
Argues with student who claims instructors 'reap benefits
Dear Editor:
. In a recent letter an unknown student
made several derogatory claims against
the faculty of the School of Business
Administration and the economics department. I think most readers, especially
those knowledgeable about the School of
Business (and the economics department), recognize how groundless and
ridiculous those comments were, and
therefore I feel no need to respond to most
of them. However, this student makes
irresponsible and slanderous charges
against one of my colleagues, who is a professor of statistics, which requires
response.

This student charges the professor with
unethical behavior because the professor
uses a book he wrote as the text for his
class. The student is especially upset
because, he claims (1) the book costs $20
even though it is paperback (which the student implies is too expensive), (2) the book
has many mistakes, and (3) the professor
is reaping large financial benefits from
using the book in his class.
In response to the general "charge" it
should be noted that for most, if not all
professors, the primary concern in selecting a textbook is what book will best aid
the students in learning. In a course such
as statistics, students find it especially
helpful to use a textbook with'mathemati-

tunate, but every book has them and this is
not a good reason to call a faculty member
"poor" or '" inept ."
3.' This professor does not receive uy of
the royalties from sales of this book at
UMSL. All such royalties are used for student scholarships! Each year several
students receive financial assistance be- ,
cause of these royaltie's ; therefore, stadeats. not this faculty member are
benefiting.
In conclusion, I believe this student
owes an apology. If this student does not
want to print a retraction in the Current,
maybe he/she should send an apology
directly to the appropriate professor.
Joseph Martinich

cal notation and philosophy which
matches that of the instructor's lecture.
Therefore, it is not only acceptable but
very reasonable to use one's own book. It is
common practice on this campus for professors to use their own text, and it is even
more widespread at other universities.
I now would like to respond to the three
specific complaints.
1. The book was printed in paperback
form at the professor's request so as to
keep the cost to the students low! Other
commonly used statistics texts cost $25
to $35.
2. Although this professor's book has
many typographical errors, I know of no
substantive errors. All errors are unfor-

Professor----------------------=-~-from "'9.4

general agreement among those present."
Backer constituted.a majority of one in a
vote that was never taken.
As to my "abrupt" departure from the
film , I neither slammed the door, nor.
showered those present with a fi nal bit of
verbal abuse. Actually, I had a 1 o'clock
appOintment with a student, and I left to
fulfill this professional responsi bility.
With res pect to "disturbing the many in
attendance," one individu al left the film
before I did, and I counted only seven
other people in the room as I left.
_
, The most frightening aspect of Mr.

Backer's letter, aside from questions of
misperception, involves his portrayal of
me as an intolerant, "faculty extremist: '
regularly subjecting UMSL students to
" intellectual totalitarianism ." Bernard
Backer has never been enrolled in any of
my classes, he has not witnessed my participation in organs of univers ity selfgovernance, and he has no record of my
democratic-political activities on or off
this campu s. I have been to the Soviet
Union, to Czechoslovakia, to the People's
Repub lic of China; I have lived in Berli n
for fou r years, s urrounded by 240,000
Soviet troops and countless East German

"people's police." I know what totalitarianism is. Based on real-life experiences I have developed a deep appreciation
for and a profound commitment to the responsiblilty of the intellectual. I have
welcomed, soli cited and even requi red
active discussion and criticism in every
class I have ever taught on this campus.
Free express ion, anchored in the U. S.
Constitution, is the best defense against
totalitarianism I know. It is those who
would hind er its exercise who pose the
greatest possible threat to national
security and the preservation of democracy in the United States. If Mr. Backer is

really interested in discussing a matter of
' serious pOlicital concern . i.e., American :
• nuclear proli fer ation. he wou'ld have the
courage to present his convictions and to
debate with me personally: instead he has
chosen to hide behind the cloak of
newsprint. in a manner unbecoming to a
university wh ich has recently reaffirmed
its commi tment to academic free
expression.

Regretfully ,
Joyce M. Mushaben
assistant professor
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Heat lamps help ramps

'd id yo_ know •••

By Sue Rell
Erik Schaffer
reporter

... that the Jewish Student Union is organizing on the UMSL campus. The Jewish Student Union is a student organization formed to
help create a Jewish presence on campus. The first meetingwill be
held Tuesday. Feb. 15 , from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in 78 J.C . Penney
Building. Guest speaker will be Fred Pearson , associate professor
of political science and associate director of the Center for International Studies. Pearson will speak on the topic, " Prospects for
Peace in the Middle East: A Review After Lebanon." Bring along a
brown bag lunch and join in . Faculty participation is encouraged.
For further information or to be placed on the JSU mailing list, call
the Hillel Foundation, 726- 6177 .

The infrared heat lamps , installed over the down ramp at the
top of parking garage C, will
make the ramp safer and provide
better access to parking garage D
in snowy weather, according to
John P. Perry , vice chancellor of
Administrative Services. Both
garages are located on the
southeast side of campus near
the University Center.
"In bad weather," said Perry ,
"that ramp gOing into the garage
tended to get slick in a hurry."
"Even though it's covered,
cars still bring slush and ice in
from the street," said Loarn
Huff, supervisor of mechanical
trades for the UMSL Physical
Plant.
The lamps were installed to
take care of that problem. They
will melt the snow and ice that
tends to accumulate on the ramp.
"They work like the sun," said
Doug Johnson of Johnson Electric Co. , the company that inst.a lled the lamps. "They heat the
object, in this case the concrete
ramp , not the air' around the
object. It's the most efficient way
of heating open spaces. "
Perry also said that the icefree ramp will give students better access to parking garage D in

· .. that the rl' is an Economic Resources Center on campus to help
economics students with problems they might have. Student assistants will give aid along with textbooks , study materials, audiovisual aids , review materials and old tests that are available for
reference at the center. The center is located at 455 SSB and is open
daily from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. (except from 11 a.m. to noon on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday) and in the evenings from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday .
.
· .. that in 1962 parking stickers were required to park at UMSL
and they cost only $1.25 . An additional sticker for another car cost
only $.25.
... that UMSL is offering a course for building communication
skills titled "Listening Beyond the Words ," Mondays from March 7
to April 4.
The course will meet between 7:30 and 9:30 D.m. It will stress the
development of communication techniques that recognize problem areas , and also will show participants how to cause others to
respond favorably . The course hopes to enhance self-image, perception and control.
Registration fee is $45. For more information, call Sharon
Marglous at 553- 5511 .

They were installed along with
the ramp covering, the enclosure
of the stairwell on the northwest
corner of parking garage C and
the concrete overpass running
from the garage to the J.C . Penne~ Building.

bad weather.
In the case of a severe snowstorm, the top level of both park-,
ing garages C and D would be
closed off. Students will enter
parking garage D by way of the
heated ramp , This also would fill
up the lower levels of both garages first, giving the maintenance crews the opportunity to
clear the snow from the top level
of each garage.
The heat lamps , which were
installed last August, were " all
part of one contract," Perry said.

Perry said the construction
was done by the Wachter Construction Co. and the total cost of
the project amounted to $230, 151.
The money was appropriated
from student parking fees and
parking fines .

Freeze----------from page 3

. The people who claim that the
Soviets are behind the freeze are
the same people who say that
they would never favor a free~e ,
Ramsey said'.
" It's an absurd thing to say ,"
said. "It's a political thing."
These people also refer to the
Reader's Digest article that
claims former Soviet leader
Leonid 1. Brezhnev first mentioned the freeze , he said.
"But Republican Senator Mark
Hatfield was the first to talk
about it in 1979 ," Ramsey said.
In response to a question concerning Soviet advances global-

ly, Ramsey said nuclear capability has never kept the United
States or the Soviets out of
other countries.
Barbara Gilingham, a member
of the St. Louis Committee for a
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, announced freeze campaign activities.
She also is seeking UMSL
students to set up a network to
get UMSL students involved.
" UMSL has done nothing," she
said. "It's time the freeze has a
voice at UMSL."
The freeze committee's phone
number is 862-5770.

· .. that UMSL's first graduating class was in 1967 .
. , . that the UMSL Womens Center offers information and
referral services, short-term counseling, advocacy for women
students, programs on women's issues and career choices, cultural
events and exhibits, a lending library of over 400 volumes of literature by and about women, topical resource files and 24-hour information on women's activities, events, organizations and services
in St. Louis . The Women's Center is located at 107 A Benton Hall.
For more information call the center at 553-5380.
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U. CENTER BOARD:
food service, book stae, student activities.

STUDENf FOUNDATION:
GRAND PRIZE: One student will
win a free full-year'S tuition, SECOND
PRIZE: On each college campus, one winner
..
will receive $50 towards a romantic dinner for two. SPEGAL BONUS:
On Valentine's Day, the first 100 students who bring their entry forms
to their campus bookstore will receive a red "silk" rose.
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Miss St. Louis Blues

I

A friendly contest
for a good cause
Story and photos
by Sharon Kubatzky
Michele Bowman and Kathy
Ramsey don 't have much in common. They didn't even know each
other until a few weeks ago, in
spite of the fact that Bowman
works at UMSL and Ramsey
attends classes here . But t hey're
getting to know each other now.
They're competing against one
anot her in the " Miss St. Louis
Blues" contest.
Of the 20 young women in contention for the title , the one who
raises the most money will be
crowned " Miss. St. Louis Blu es ."
In additi on, she'll receive a host
of prize s. All the proceeds from
the event wi ll go to the St. Louis
Heart Association .
To enter the contest , eac h girl
had to submit a $25 entry fee,
e ith er paid by themse lv es or a
·sponsor. Ramsey was sponsored
by her empl oyer, Wetterau Inc.,
while Bowman was assisted by
the Alumni Association of the
univ ersity.
Bowman, 23, is a secretary and
staff photogr~pher for University Relations . She .said she
entered the contest because she
really likes to help others.
" In the past I had raised money
for different charitable organizations ," Bowman said. "I love to
do it. It's a challenge to see if you
can reach your goals. "
Bowman and Ramsey have
been trying hard . So far , Bowman
has sent letters to major corporation s solicitating donations ,
gone door-to-door requesting
contributions, and, with the other
contestants, canvassed patrons
at hockey games . In addition , she
has organized two social functions , including a Valentine skate

party to be held Sunday , Feb. 13 , '
at Aloha Roller Rink in Spanish
Lake. Most of the proceeds from
that event will go to Bowman for
her candidacy.

"If I win, I'll be
excited. If Ilose,
I'll still feel good
about it."
- Kathy Ra.msey
Ramsey also is relying heavily
on door-to-door and game contributions. She's pl anni ng to rent
a hall and hold a dance. The 22year-old speech communication
major also is investigating the
possiblity of holding a weightlifting co ntest at a gym where some
friends work.
Neither contestant will say
how much money she's collected,
becau se of the nature of the contest. Last year's winner collected
nearly $5 ,000. Bowman said he
wasn't sure how much it would
take to win this year.
" People are having a really
hard time trying to help," she
said. She cited the economic
crunch as the culprit.
But Ramsey said that she feels
people are sympathetic with what
the you ng women are trying to
accomplish .
" It makes me feel good to know
people really appreCiate what
you're doing," she said .

Contestants have until Feb. 25
to raise as much money as they
can. An incentive was offered :
The first three girls to raise $500

were each given a $50 savings
bond . Neither Bowman nor Ramsey were able to reach that
goal, however.
Ramsey said that while her
main reason of competing is to
aid the Heart association , "The
prizes are a big incentive, also."
The winner will receive ,
among other items , a trip for two
to the Bahamas courtesy of Eastern Airlines and Princess
Hotels. Also included are a modsc holars hip ,
jewe lry,
eling
theater tickets an d season tickets to (w hat e lse?) Blues
hockey games.
For her part of the bargain ,
Miss St. Louis Blues will be expected to make appe arances
throughout the year at different
social functions, parad es , and
Heart Association events .
What happ ens if the St. Louis
Blues becom e the Saskatoon
Blues?
" Of course they're hoping the
team does stay in town," said
Ramsey . " But if not, the title will
change to Miss St. Louis Heart
Association or something like
that, and she'll carry out a lot oc'
the same responsibilities ."
Both Bowman and Ramsey
agree that this is no beauty
contest.
" Not at all," said Ramsey. "It's
strictly raising money - for the
Heart Association."

"It's a challenge
to see if you can
reach your goals."

FRIEN~LY RIVALS: Michele Bowman (left) and Kathy Ramsey
are competing forthe title of " Miss St. Louis Blues." Both agree
it's been a great experiel)ce, whether they win or not.

"I wouldn 't go into it for a
beauty contest," said Bowman .
" At first I sort of felt like it was a
beauty contest. At the first meeting, everyone was dressed to the
tee. I felt that if I hadn 't gone all
out to look my best , I would have
felt anderrated .
" But now that I've met some of
·the girls , they all seem really
nice," she added, " and it doesn't
feel that way at all anymore."

Bowman said that she' ll feel
good whether she wins or loses.
''I'll still be proud of m~' se lf
either way ." she said . 'Tve met
so many people and it's been such
a good experience. I've had a
great time doing it. ..
Ramsey agreed. " If I win , hi
be excited . I'll feel like I really
worked hard for it. And if I lose ,
I'll still feel good about it. It's a
great challenge ."

- Michele Bowman

...

..

GIVE ' EM A SMILE: UMSL senior Kathy Ramsey talks a hockey game-goer into donating to the
St. Louis Heart Association. Each dollar she collects is a vote for her.

BOWMAN SINGS THE BLUES: Michele Bowman mingles '
with the crowd at a recent Blues game, sbliciting donations. The.
23-year: old university employee will learn if she's won on
March 1.
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Critic offersti ds, tads of trivia
st. Louis is a relatively isolated town. We get
virtually everything late. Fashion, film , music
- you name it, we get it after everyone else is
done with it.
I'm a film fanatic , so Los Angeles and New
York City are two of my favorite places.
However, whenever I visit either coast people
ask me the same questions . They want to know
where St. Louis is . I inform them as politely as
possible that St. Louis is in Misso uri. They then
ask me where Missouri is . I tell them that Missouri is on the Iberian Peninsula. People in New
York and California don't seem to believe that
any place exists other than New York and
California.
What follows are various tids and tads of film
industry trivia . There are no juicy little sensationalistic bits of moviestar gossip , though;
you'l l have to read one of our two major papers to
get t hat sort of thing.
With the material below you should be able to
dazzle friends, impress pros pective employers
and feel more secure in the knowledge that yo u
possess the same inside information as your
aunt in L.A.
A SMIDGE OF HISTORY
Any self- r es pecting college student with a
taste for sophisticated British comedy is
familiar wit h the chaps from Monty Python. But
how man y know when Monty Python began?
After years of seeing their routines used by
others, writers Graham Chapman , Eri c Idle ,
John Cleese. Terry Jones and Mi chael Palin
deci ded to create their own program for the
British Broadcasting Corp . Upon enlisting
American animator Terry Gilliam , the group
proceed ed to produ ce 45 half-hour episodes of
" Monty Python's Flying Circus" between 1969
and 1974 .
The group's first movie venture was titled
" And Now for Something Completely Different"
and was designed to introduce the Python crew
to regions of the world where they were unknown
- particularly the United States. It was not,
however , uutil early Python albums began
receiving FM airplay that the Public Broadcasting Service chose to air the " Flying Circus" in
October 1974.
Between 1975 and 1980, the members of Monty
·python released " Monty Python and the Holy
Grail ," " Monty Python's Life of Brian:" four
bes t-selling bOOKS and 11 record albums .
As man y are already aware, this final season
of " M* A*S*H" marks its 11th year on television.
In its first 10 years, the remarkable series
received 99 Emmy nominations and captured
nearly every award one program can possibly
win . including the covete d Current Golden
Kuchno Award .
" M*A*S* H" is seen regularly' in the Far East,
Australia , Europe and South America . It will
be mi ssed.
ALMOST OF INTEREST
Did you realize that .. .
Columbia Pictures is a subsidiary of the CocaCola Co., CBS Inc .
HBO Inc. is a subsidiary of Time Inc .
Jerry Lewis films nearly always do well in
France.
John Huston's " Annie" is breaking box-office
records in South Africa .

BEHIND THE MOVIE
Ever wonder what really goes into the production of a film? Ever wonder what difficulties
directors and actors have working with one
another? Ever wonder just what makes a hit
movie? Well , frankly , I haven't the foggiest.
Nonetheless , after minutes of painstaking research I have compiled some intriguing data
regarding the following newly released pictures:

film
Stev.e Klearman

" Eating Raoul ," a film that is being touted as
" a fable for the Age of Reagan," is one of the few
low-budget works to make it to the screen in
recent years. It was filmed one weekend at a
time. Cast and crew performed for much less
than their normal sa laries. In fact , it is the only
movie in sc re en hi story to li st a credit for a
"guest electrician. "
What's the film about? Well , according to P aul
Bartel (director-writer-actor) , the movie
touches upon quite a few things : " the perversion
of middle-class values , the resurgence of Nixonism, Latin machismo versus WASP fas tidiousness , film noir" - all this for the price of
a ticket.
The late Rainer Werner Fassbinder's
" Veronika Voss" is the last film of a trilogy " on
the economic miracle of postwar Germany in
the 1950s." Fassbinder said that he intended the
film to convey the conditions that led "to the
abnormality of terrorism that arose in the '60s."
The inspiration for the central character in
the film is Sybville Shmitz. Fassbinder claimed
that he had wanted to give Shmitz - who has
been called the German Garbo - a role in one of
his films , but discovered that she Was dead.
Dire'c tor Walter Hill 's new film , "48 Hours ,"
one of the most exciting Christmas releases ,
deserves recognition for being one of the few
Hollywood 'films in recent history to make major
use of black talent. In addition to Eddie Murphy
(the 21 -year-old star of " Saturday Night Live"),
the picture features Frank McRae , Olivia .
Brown, Gloria Gifford , Jon St. Elwood , Clint
Smith and Angela Robinson among others , plus
the six-man group, The Bus Boys, as well as
almost 200 black background players.
In 1962 , actor-produ cer Richard Attenborough received a phone call from somebody
claiming to be with the Indian High Commision
in London . The man's name was Motilal Kothari.
He knew nothing about filmmaking , but he wanted the world to know more about Mahatma
Gandhi. Attenborough wasn't really interested
in doing a film on Gandhi, but soon changed his
mind. He was persuaded by something Gandhi
had observed as a victim of racial discrimination : " It has always been a mystery to me how
men can feel themselves honored by the
humiliation of their fellow beings ." .
SOON TO BE SEEN
Slated for release in America is " We of the
Never Never," adapted by Peter Schreck from
Aneas Gunn's 1908 memoirs . This is the true
story of the first white woman to travel into the
Australian wilderness known as the Never
Never .
Currently being filmed is " The Survivors,"
starring Robin Williams , Walter Matthau and
Jerry Reed. William Sackheim produces and
Michael Ritchie directs from a screenplay by
Michael Leeson .
Scheduled to be broadcast in May is " Blood
Feud" on Operation Prime Time stations across
the country. Robert Blake has been signed to
star in this four-hour mini-s.eries depicting the
conflict between Jimmy Hoffa and Robert F .
Kennedy.
" Trenchcoat," a comedy-mystery shot almost
entirely on the island of Malta , is set to open in
St. Louis March 11. Margot Kidder and Robert
Hays star. Michael Tuchner directs .

FAMILIAR FACES: I dug deeply into
my film critic's collection of rare
photographs and came up with this.
Do you know these actors? Do you
know who is still acting? I do.

Sex on campus 7
Let's get recogniti on
Chivalry is not dead . It is alive
and well and living in the Current offices .
While browsing through the
last few years of Playboy
magazine (for the articles , of
course) I have noticed a trend in
the magazine toward sex on the
college campus . They analyze it,
photograph it, survey it and sometimes even instigate it. Recently
they went so far as to rate it.
That's right. They pi cked 20 of
the top sex ual sc hools in the
country and rated them on men ,
women, local bars and sexual
attitud es, among other things .
Th is was all very interesting to
read but something in all of this
campus reverie was lacking.
Finally, after much tho ught, I
figured it out.
UMSL was missing. In all ofl
these charts, surveys , pi ctorials
and columns there was not one
mention of the University of Mi ssouri at St. Louis . They mention
UCLA and Indiana and SIV. My
God, they even mention Mizzou.
But nowhere do they write of sex
here at UMSL. I couldn't understand it. I decided to find out
why .
So I called Playboy. No, really .
I really called them . The number
is 312- 751-8000. That's Playboy
Enterprises in Chicago. When I
asked to speak to Christie Hefner
they politely refused- claimed
she was out of town. Then I pulled
my trump card . ''I'm from the
University of Missouri at St.
Louis ," I cried. After she hung up
I called again and lowered my
indignation level , explaining the
purpose of my call. Iwas told that
someone would get back back to
me . Sure enough a call came in to
the paper offices from Dan
Sheridan, vice-president (or
something) in charge of promotions (or something).
I wasted no time in taking up
our gauntlet. " Dan," I said ,
"Something is terribly wrong
here . Not once have you mentioned UMSL in your sex-oncampus articles or pictorials."
"Well ," said Dan , " are you sure
that there is sex at UMSL?" Now
this threw me for a loop . I thought
for a minute before answering.
"Well Dan , I'm pretty sure there
is; otherwise why would we have
all those ' Are You Pregnant ?' ads
in our school newspaper?" Dan
agreed that this was pretty convinCing proof. His next question
though, got me to thinking. " Did
you ever think then that something might be wrong with the sex
at UMSL? "

Something wrong? I wondered.
I decided to do some research on
my own . The first thing I did was
try and solicit 20 UMSL coeds for
a hands-on sex survey . SurpriSingly the only respons..e I got
was " Get yo ur hands off of m e." I
was crushed but not discouraged.

refractions
By Gary Belsky

Next came my informal sex
questi onna ire. I as ked 100 random UMSL students (that was
easy as all UMSL stud ents are
random) if they thought that
there was promiscuou s sex here
at UMSL . 63 people said unfortunately no, 20 people said not in
any of their classes , 10 people
thought I said " sects" and started
chanting Hare Krishna and seven
_ bu s iness majors wanted to know
what promiscu ous meant.
When I tried to interview the
Greeks (frats and sorts?) about
incest here at UMSL, I didn 't
have much success either, as
they would not let me in to the
Friends of Oedipus (Jennings
Branch) weekly meeting.
Discouraged , I started t hinking that maybe Dan was right. I
called him back and told him so.
He was very comforting. He also
informed me of one way to get
UMSL into Playboy.
Okay, this is serious. Sheridan
agreed that if I could supply a
playmate from the UMSL campus for the magazine, he would
agree to get the university' s
name into the accompanying
article. It is beyond me how any
proud UMSL student could pass
up the opportunity to put our
school on the pornographic map
(or at least to earn $12,000).
Here at the Current offices three
of the staffers have already
volunteered their bodies for
school spirit. It warms my heart.
It's a shame none of them
were women.
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Help Wanted

A CLEARLY REFRESHING
OPPORTUNITY
For Business/Marketing Students

Gain Valuable Business Experience Promoting

LIKE • 7 UP
We need an outgoing , hard-working Campus Represen_ tative to:
• promote the sale and consumption of 7 UP
products on campus
• coordinate promotional activities and special
events with campus groups
This is an excellent opportunity to gain practical, careeroriented experience representing a major company.
Sophomore or Junior preferred. If you think this opportunity is clearly for you , write:

THE SEVEN-UP BOTTLING COMPANY
Department 251 • Box 27862
51. Louis, Missouri 63141
Hiring Equally Today ...
Promoting Equally
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European travel requires much preparation
ward lost luggage free when it
arrives .
If it never arrives , airlines are
liable for $9 . 0~ per pound for
checked baggage and up to $400
per passenger for unchecked
baggage. Excess-value charges
increase airline liability if the
airline is at fault. Baggage insurance, on the other hand , offers
no-fault protection . In any event,
claimants must prove value of
lost possessions and may receive
only depreCiated value, not actual replacement costs .
Transatlantic baggage allowances are 66 pounds for first
class and 44 pound s for all other
classes, with no single piece
exceeding 70 pounds. Intraeurope
baggage limits , however, are
only 33 pounds , notes the " NY
Times Guide to Student Adventures and Studies Abroad ."
Passengers may also carryon
one or more packages provided it
can fit under the seat.

Marty Klug
reporter

[Editor's note: This is the second
article of a two-part series.]
A French patio restaurant. A
fine red wine. A beautiful,
postcard sunset. It's a dream summer vacation come true, only
your luggage is lost somewhere
in Swaziland and your bili ngual
dictionary is missing. European
travel poses unique challenges to
co ll ege stud ents wanting to see
the Old World on their own.
Package tours arrange suc h
amenities. They even encourage
students to see Europe on their
own by providing ample free
time and making many special
events optional. Yet package
tours account for less than half of
all British travel. Many students
are opting for custom and selfarranged tours , which provide
greater privacy and personal
arrangements for the dream
vacation that doesn't include 40
other travelers joining in the fun.
CUSTOM TOURS
Custom tours provide personalized itineraries arranged
by experienced travel representatives.
"We can plan and execute for
you a visit built around any
[interest! you may dream up ,"
stated Betty Garretson, president of InnerBritain. For under
$200, InnerBritain will plan a
monthlong vacation around
specific interests in pub games ,
psychical research, vineyards
and other areas. A free brochure
is available form InnerBritain
Inc ., 3445 Wedgewood Road S.W.,
Roanoke , Va ., 24015 .
National and local travel
agents are eager to assist students , making arrangements for .
wide-ranging prices.
SELF-ARRANGED TOURS
Self-arranged tours provide
the greatest individual freedom
at the least expense - sometimes. Avoiding agency com.missions , however , also may
avoid services and group discounts which those agencies provide. Students without travel
reps should carefully make their '
own arrangements for identification , transportation, shelter and
Customs.

AESU

TEA TIME: Big Ben can be seen in the distance in this lateafternoon London street scene.

Getting Ready
need
Travelers
documents.

Passports are issued by the
U.S. State Department and show
a person's identity and nationality . Passport applications are
available at a county court house ,
U.S. passport agencies or any
designated post office and take
four to six weeks to process. The
Immigration and Nationality Act
prohibits any U.S. citizen from
entering or leaving the United
States without a valid passport.
On Jan. 1, the life of a new
passport doubled from five to.l0
years and the registration fee
increased from $10 to $42. For
people under 18, passports cost
$20 and are good for only five
years.
If lost, passports may be
replaced for a fee at U.S. consolates or embassies. Replacement may require several hours
or days depending upon available identification.
Visas are issued by foreign
consulates located in the United
States and give a host country's
temporary permission (from a
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"YOU'RE PREGNANT!"
How

the~e word~

make you feel IS very Important.

If you feel blessed-get prenatal care early and have a healthy,
hdPPY pregnan cy .
If, however, you (eel there IS a problem in carryi ng your pregnancy to
term call and talk it over with o ne of our counsefors . or make an ap·
poiniment for coumelln g here In the climc
We are the olde~t , most experienced name in problem pregnancy
counseling and outpatient abortion servICes In the Midwest

reproductive
health services
Doctor's Building, 2nd Floor
100 North Euclid at We~t Pine.
(4 blo&cs north 01 BJrnes Hospital)

5t lOUiS , MO 63108
(314) 367·0300
(collect calls accept ed)
lICtNS(o/"O" · PROIII / "..~mbef

"AIiONAl AlIOIIlION HOf . . flO"

few days up to a year) for a person
to travel. While nearly 60 percent
of countries require visas , they
are not needed in Western
Europe for less than three
months of travel.
Some countries may be strict
on visitors they allow . Costa Rica
prohibits bearded travelers , the
Dominican Republic refuses
entry to Hare Krishna followers ,
and Tanzania bans women wearing tight trousers .
Tourist cards are issued by
airlines that serve the country
the traveler is visiting and , like
visas , offer temporary permission to travel. They are not
required in Western Europe.
International certificates of
vaccination are issued by local
health departments and state a
person has been vaccinated for
smallpox, yellow fever and
cholera. Western Europe does
not require certificates unless
one is arriving from an infected
country.
The Airline Deregulation Act
of 1978 has sharply increased airline competition. Seventy-two
percent of tickets sold in the
United States are discounted ,
reported Travel Holiday . It pays
to compare prices. A standby
flight between New York and
London in 1979 was more than
$1 ,100 cheaper than first-class
travel. Discount fares such as
Excursion , APEX (advance
purchase excursion) and Super
APEX may require minimum
stays, advance ticket purchases
and cancellation penalties, but
provide substantial savings.
World Travel International
offers a Super APEX St. LouisLondon roundtrip flight this
summer at $699, down from $829.
Off-season rates (not from June 1
to Sept. 14) are even cheaper,
according to Dave Thomas of
WTI. Thomas Holiday and Skytrain Holidays have slashed
prices. Industrywide, an 8 percent fare increase expected this
February has been postponed '
indefinitely.
What happens if you get to
Paris to wine and dine but your
luggage doesn't? Promptly complete a Property Irregularity
Report at the airlines' baggage
service desk before your hors
d'oeuvres. Most airlines will for-

Getting Around
In Europe travel may varyrail , bu s, car or thumb .
Eurailpass offers unlimited
rail travel in 16 European countries . For adults over 26 , a 15-day
pass is $260 and a 30-day pass is
$410. Youth railpasses for people
under 26 are $290 for one month ,
and $370 for two months . Eurailpasses are available from
most travel agents .
Eurobus passes may be available in some areas , though rail is
the chief public transport.
Renting a car may require an
international driving permit and
a "green card." International
driving permits translate information from U.S. licenses into
several different languages .
While many countries will recognize a valid U.S. driver's
license, international driving
.permits may simplify car rentals .
Green cards are issued by
American insurance companies
and signify foreign coverage.
Most policies exclude coverage '
beyond U.S. borders. Western
European countries require
liability insurance for U.S.
drivers and will include it with
car rental fees , though additional
coverage may be advisable.
Sometimes car rental services increase their rates for
drivers under age 25 to pay for
more expensive coverage. Even
renting a car may be difficult
since the min'i mum age for renters varies from 18 to 25 .
Renting Le Car in Paris for 30
days costs over $600, reported
Rolling Stone. One-week car rentals with unlimited mileage in
London range from $128 for a
Ford Fiesta Popular to $672 for a
Jaguar XJ . Foremost Euro-Car
offers a free brochure at 5340 Van
Nuys Blvd., Van Nuys , .Calif.
91401.
Getting A Room
Running for the nearest Hilton
may be convenient, but not
always the most affordable .
Youth and student hostels offer
alternative shelter at discount
prices .
American Youth Hostel cards
allow travelers to use youth
hostel s-cabin or quasi-hotel
shelters-in America or Europe
for an average cost of $5 a night.
Over 4,200 hostels exist worldwide. Restrictions concerning
drinking, smoking and curfews

HYPNOSIS
Get What· You Want Out Of Life!!
IndiVIdual SessiOns
by
AppolnlmeniS

521-4652
,....:_: __ •
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Sell HypnOSIS
Tapes Availilble

may apply. Membership in
American Youth Hostels for ages
18 to 59 is $14 from American
Youth Hostels , 1332 I Street NY,
Washington, D.C. 20005.
Student Hostel Cards allow
students to use inexpensive
dorm or univerSity housing with
less restrictions and may be
purchased for $6 from the Counci l on International Educational
Exchange, 205 E. 42nd St., New
York, N.Y. 10017.
Getting Home
Whether going alone or with a
group , traveler s should be aware
of U.S. Customs and sm uggling
laws.
Effective January 1983 , tourists returning from abroad may
bring back up to $600 worth of
household or personal articles
duty-free. This ruling doubles
the $300 duty-free allowance
establis hed in November 1978.
Articles exceeding the $600
limit, or purchased for resale ,
may be subject to customs duties
from 2.5 to 75 percent.
Foreign-made articles s hould
be registered with Customs
before leaving the United States
or they will be subject to duty
when they re-enter the country.
"'How to Cope With U.S. Customs " advises travelers to keep
all sales receits.
Thinking of making a fortune
smuggling? Think again. Customs officials may search a person or package without probable
cause and frown on bl ack marketeering, subversive mat!!rial
or illicit drugs .
Black marketeering includes
any illegal transactions which
exchange money for money,
money for goods , goods for
money or goods for goods. Selling new Levis for $200 in Red
Square may result in a hefty profit. It may also result in interrogation, fines or imprisonment.
To discourage black marketeering. communist countries
often require travelers to declare all foreign money and prohibit any domesti c currency
from entering or leaving their
borders. Even Western Europe,
which allows any amount of
currency to enter, will restrict
amounts of domestic currency
which can leave. Any undeclared
currency will be treated as
smuggled and may be seized.
Eastern European Customs
discourage any subversive material entering their borders.
Saul Miller in " Super Traveler"
advises tourists not to enter
Russia with Bibles, and warns
Russian Customs will confiscate
Solzenheitsyn novels , Zap comics and even Carlos Castenada
books.
Overseas drug laws are severe
and rarely discriminate between
" hard " or "soft" drugs whether
for personal or retail use . Three
out of four Americans imprisoned abroad are incarcerated
under drug charges . U.S. consulates may provide limited
assistance , however, travelers
are subject to local laws .
Making your own travel arrangements can let you see
Europe the way you always
wanted-spending your time and
money only on the things you
want to see. With poor planning,
it can also let you see Europe the
way you never wanted- lonely,
stranded and destitute.
While package tours have
medium ranged prices , selfarranged tours can be cheaper or
considerably more expensive. If
. package itineraries seem limiting, self-arranged tours may
off~r an inexpensive alternative

•

MusiCalprgram entertains
UMSL's evening students
Patrons of th e Und ergr ound
got an add ed treat la st Wednesday evening as th ey din ed and
studied . Th e mu s ica l du o of
Southwi ck and Steve nso n perform ed fr om 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. as
part of a tri al progr a m s ponso r ed
by the University Program Board.
Th e new progr am is des igned
specifi call y for t he bene fit of
evening stud e nts , acco rding to
Curt Watts , ass istant director of
the University Ce nter .

Sharon Kubatzky

IJYNAMIC IJUO: Southwick and Stevenson entertained the
evening students in the Underground last Wednesday as part
of a trial run .

" We are often criticiz ed for not
doing enough for evening students ," Watts said.
The program would resemble
the " Wednesday Noon Live"
series which has proved s uccessful since its inception nearl y four
years ago . According to Watts ,
however , a different type of pro-

With Jagger at center stage,
film presents Stones in fine form
When the Rolling Stones came to St. Louis in
the fall of 1981. it was the biggest thing si nce God
invented the Sony Walkman.
But me , I just wasn 't caught up in all the
excitement.
Sure , the Stones are one of the world 's bes t ,
and certain ly most long-lasti ng, rock and roll
bands. They ar e experts in their mode; their
rough , driving, and still quit e catc hy pop has
always been impressive.
But the Jovan-Stones tour (read that sarcastically) just seemed to reek with crass commercialism. The Stones , to me, seemed old ; I just
didn't care about them .
It has become clear, lately , though , that just
because a band makes lots and lots of money
doesn't necessarily mean it cannot produce
worthwhile music.
It's with a more or less positive attitude , then,
that I approach the Stones' new concert movie
" Let's Spend the Night Together."
The Hal Ashby film starts somewhat slow; it
becomes clear that the music, the band , and
especially Mick Jagger are going to . take
center stage.
This quite minimalistic approach could hav'e
become incredibly boring, but Ashby does his
best to pull it off.
Jagger's obligatory posturings, however,
seem strange on film . They must have been
great in the Arizona State University stadium;
on the screen, however, Jagger approaches and ,
as a matter of fact, goes far beyond self-parody.
Ashby's direction eventually tries to take
advantage of the post-modern stage and, occasionally , the sellout crowd, but things are
spaced too far apart in the stadium for this to
work effectively.
But once. the outdoor Arizona State starts to
get bOting, the film makes a welcome shift of
venue to the Meadowlands Arena in New Jersey ,
near New York City.

"'he film becomes more visually interesting
as Ashby feels fr ee to s pli ce in historic film
clips , including scenes from the old " Ed Sullivan
Show. " The band is closer together, all owing for
much more interesting cinematography.

•
maslc
by Frank Russell

But this is a music column, and that should be
our primary concern. It's hard to make a fair
judgment because the sound wasn't loud enough
at the screening I attended . I suppose the
manager of the Crestwood Theatre didn't want
to disturb the patrons seeing " Sophie's Choice"
next door. Such is the nature of life in a multiplex world .
'Even so, the sound was at enough of a barely
tolerable volume to demonstrate that this was a
band in fine form . The Stones played their '60s
classics, as well as newer efforts, with energy
and finesse .
'
Rut to actually pay money to see " Let's Spend
the Night Together"?
'Unlike actually going to a Stones concert, this
film in no way captures the event status. The
viewer often fe'els detached from all the
excitement.
And though the film is interesting enough, it's
pot luck as far as good sound quality goes .
Under ideal theater environment conditions,
" Let's Spend the Night Together" is well worth
seeing. For the music, however, why not buy the
inevitable soundtrack album inste ad?

gramming from th at of th e
daytim e mu s ic seri es would be
provid ed.
" Ev ening stud ents te nd to be
old er. and th e 'Noon Li ve' m ate ri a l mi ght not be t he ir cup of
tea ," Watts expl a in ed. "Th at' s
why we th ought we' d go m or e fo r
the coffee-house type performer. "
Watts add ed th at he was n't di sappointed nor was he overj oyed

SWAP job fair ~o offer·
career opportunities
The CareeI: Pl a nning and
Placement Office will present a
three-day employment fair beginning Tuesday, Feb. 22 .
The fair , titled "Triple Play ,"
will begin with a session called
"Who Gets Hired and Why" on
Feb. 22 , noon to 2 p.m . in the J .C.
Penney Auditorium. st. Louis
executives will share their
insight on resumes, cover letters
and applications ; interviews;
education, grades and work experience; dress , . attitude and
communication skills ; and parttime employment.
The event will continue Wednesday , Feb. 23 , with a session on
summer camps from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Univ er sity Center
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Admission is free but by reservation.
For reservations call
Donna Tapin 567-7799 .

Thejob fair , an annual event, is
sponsored by the Student Work
Assignment Program. More than
600 UMSL students attended a
similar one-day fair last year.

With

The
, Ralph Butler
Band
Feb. 16 11a.m. -1p.m.
U. Center Lounge
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Business and industry will be
represented Thu r sday , Feb. 24 ,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m . in the
University Center. Student ap-,
plicants for non-degree full-time
and part-time permanent or
.summer jobs will meet with representatives from more than 40
:::;t. Louis companies .

Noon Live

FINANCIAL PLANNING
FORTHE80's
A seminar for all interested
will be presented Wednesday, Feb. 16th
seniors, grad stud~nts and faculty

lobby and loun ge. Representativ es from about 45 summer
camps will di s cus s empl oyment
opportunities with students interested in this type of work .

Wednesday
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wi t h th e r es ponse of the crowd
las t Wednes day . He sa id th at th e
prog r am was so mething th at
stud ents proba bly wo uld cat ch on
to gradu all y. And he stressed
th at t he progr am was on a tr ial •
basis .
" We 'll try it a co upl e more
tim es ," he sa id . " If attend ance
pi cks up or we rece ive som e pos itive feedback, we'll continu e it.·'

filii
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TI- t55 - D

• 112 powerful built-in functions for math, scienc e and engineering.
• Simple programmability gives you added versatility, speed.
• Definite integration of functions entered into program memory.
• Use up to 8 memories or 56 program steps.

University Boo kstore
Lower Level University Center
10% Discount on ali i Calculators
with Student or Staff I.D:s
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Lisa,
I love you. Will you be my
Valentine?
-Your Man
To Wilhelmina,
I'm yours until the rabbit dies.
KC

.
.
J.E.S.: .
I love Delta Sigma PI.
.
Today is yesterday's t o - v
N. Alan Wilson
r'\~morrow; mylovegrowsforyou
.
~ by the moment.
.
All my love
0
R' h d
To all of the beautiful women
th~ brothers of Ka~pa Alpha
J.w.w: .
~~u'~~ ~rade me the hapPSI Frat. Inc. would like t~ say
Scottie:
. t
man in the world. I will
Azaleas are pink
flies ~o forever
have a very happy Valentine's
. Day. And a special Happy
ove y u
.
Valentine's Day to our lovely
Your eyes are so blue,
Love Amy
sweethearts. Nupe L. Dino
A kiss and a wink
Hey doofs,
'cause I truly love you!!
y o baby. / .
Happy Valentine's Day.
Big Guy
#3
J.O.,
Just wanted to tell you it's
been two years and every day
gets better. Just remember
one rose will say just as much.
.
\
Love,

M.a.

---

Babe:
I am lucky to have you.
Irish
Larry,
\
If you think this is some.thing, just wait til Feb. 14. For
now, please remember that I
love you!
\
. XOXOXOX, J.
P.S. P., M~, B., and all the little '
ones love you too\

Spencer G.,
HappyVD! P.S. Rememberthe
mugs in shipment.
Jeanine,
Knowing you has been one
of the best things that has
ever happened to me. Thank
you for being such a special
person.
Love David
Happy Valentine's Day to all
my brothers and sisters of
Gamma Nu Phi Fraternity Inc.
Also congratulations on your
second Founder's Day.
Love,
Cassandra Gay

"No I haven't Mrs. Simmons,"
Friends, Lovers, and friends
Aww Boy!
again. We can share it all. Be
Can't wait till this weekend!
my future and I'll be yours.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Nothing can take away my
Love, Me
dreams! I love you! W
~ Riff Raff:
.
Boy onder
It's been a lot of fun the last
BLUE-EYED KID:
nine months. Just think - a/l
Though I love every meeting
those McD~nald's trips we.re
of this affair
more than Just an ego trip!
Precious an'd few are the moHope it lasts a long time, at
ments we two can share'
least the rest of the semester!
I know it will likely end s~meYou've got great elbows!
day,
Love,
and I hope it'S tomorrowMagenta
'Cause that's always a day
away!
GREEN M-and-M LOVER
Ruth,
On Halloween night, the moon
shining high
at your door. A bizarre Samuri
Seasons before.
How could I lose?
.
I knew you desired a Ted
Drewes.
This poem is strange I say
Be mine on St. Valentine's
Day!
Joe R.

Poor Fish:
If you handle the steak and
lobster like the bread and
water, you still won't get any
dessert.
The Chef

Congratulations Yates and
Cheryl! May your " current"
bliss last forever!
. The Staff
Vicki,
Valentine's Day is almost
here
You'll stay in my heart, so
very .dear
Monday is a day for loved
ones to share together
Please be my Valentine
forever,
Alan
Garfield:
Here's your Valentine's '
message i~ ,the '~urrent. Sorry
it's a year late! Have you
·attacked any lasagna lately?
Happy
Valentine's
Day!
You're very special to me.
.
Love,
MGTC
To Shortcake or Double S
(whichever you prefer),
May our friendship grow infinite in 1983! May this Valentine's Day be h~ppy and start
of something good.
Just Me (Molasses)
Happy Valentine's Season to
.the Fox that loves me so
much. You've made Valentine'.s such a special and
eventful time to remember.
Since to love is good but to
~ave you and ~y family to love
IS always terrifiC.

Delta Sigs,
Isn't cooed more fun on
Valentine's Day!
Porth os, Athos & Aramis

::::~:~~ YO\ 6.~~~

Dearest Tana,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
We Thank the Lord
He sent us to you.
Love, J & P

Rose was with the Reds,
the Giants have Blue;
But none of this matters,
Since I've met you.
Love Always, Richard'
P.S.-Happy Valentine's Day!

,

Tom,
Happy Valentine's Day!
You're an all right little brother
despite what I've said in the
past. Bet you don't need math
to figure this out.
Love, Your Big Sister

Dear Boo,
It's hard to believe it was
only 2% years ago I broke my
pencil for you. You're halfway
home.
I
Happy B-day and V-day.
IB.B. Boggs

·Chuck,
Thanks for making the last ·
six months so fantastic! Happy
Anniversary and HappyValentine's Day!
Love Marilyn
Dear Mr. Ross, Jr., .
Arrogant as you are, impossible sometimes you may be,
my love for you is deep and
strong. Together we can conquer the world. I'm proud to
say you're mine. I love you!
Mrs. Ross to be!
Richie P.
Just wanted to tell you that I
love you and thank you for
everything you've done for me
Happy Valentine's Dayl
.
L. Y
B ~~~~'
e I/e .
My Darling Honeydew,
I could love stroll with you till
the ends of the earth. Please
be my Valentine at least 20
more minutes. I wouldn't min'd
if it lasted longer. I LOVE YOU.
XOXOXOXO Medusa
./
. Jan;
I .f ound some more nickels.
o you have any dimes?
.
Love,
John
F .
dS
ff
nzz an
cru y,
. I
My two B~stest buddies.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, your best buddy

~

Blondie,
You're the best, most funnest friend ever, hate to see
you leave. You'll be missed!
Hap
Valentine's Dayl Keep
. t py h .
.
In ouc .
B. Dancer

Kare.n Baby,
Thanks for the hickey you
gave me Sunday night. Happy
eight month anniversary of
putting up with me. Have a
happy Valentine's Day and I
can 't wait to try out Hot Tub

Dan H. Math 02:
I want to count all your freckles. (I hope there's more than
what's on your face.) Afterwards we can compare
figures!!
•
Your freckle admirerer from
not so far.

I

Marianne,
I've never met a more wonderful person. You now own
~/\~eart. Happy Valentine's
With all my love,
Rich

I

Paul, . I
Surprise. Have a Happy
Valentine's Day and 25th
birthday! Even though the last
few months haven't been
smooth, I still do care and
hope it works out for the best
Love
Sands (a.k.a.
Sandy Babies! Ha!)
James P.
I'll always be thankful for Int. "
Acct." and .Astronomy IL
You've made UMSL the most
memorable part of my life;.·.
Though we, have our ups and .
downs, yOI,J .fe the best for me, .
and I'll try tobe the same fOJ
you.
.' .
Did you know that Sunday IS
my favorite '~ay of the we~k. :
and 211 ,s· my favonte
number?
Love,
Cynthia

Personals

_"J

MooHappy Anniversary! Thanks for the
Moovalous year. I love you.
Nay
Magenta:
You' ve elbowed and handled
everything extremely well.
Love, Riff
Dear Chris & Jeannie,
My dear daughter and granddaughter: Congratulations on your
initiation. I hope you both will stay
very active in our great sorority.
In Delta Zeta love,
Pam
Jeft: Are you still here?
Annie
My sister in Delta Zeta: I would like to
take this chance to let you know how
thankful I am to have been yourpresi·
dent. You have taught me many
things about you and myself.
I love you all.
Sue
Marilyn,
Congrats to you ! Call me when·
ever.
Love,
Sue
Congratulations to the U MSL Cheerleaders Anita and Karen for getting it
right. No more bumping into each
other. P.S. Karen, what's your last
name?
Ronn, Alias "Toes"
Red Alert, all women take cover
because Thunder Throat is back.
Last time he captured four blondes,
there's no telling how many he will
get this time.

Martha
Valentines Day is here,
and you, dear, have grown near.
In a short five days, we'll be
together a year. Have no fears,
you'll have a Valentine for years.
Love,
Drew
Congratulations John Stepanek,
Dan Figert, Jim Eberlin, Rich Storm,
Brian Wandersee, Jay Hollman,
Steve Genazzi, Rod Spangler, Jeff
Sheldon, Eric Sheldon, Michael (Bift)
Kiepe, Scott Dolitsky, Mark Huez,
and George Jones on becoming our
brothers at Sigma Tau Gamma.
Fraternally Yours,
Chip Ulses
President ..
Sigma Tau Gamma
Are you bored with UMSL's social
life??? We have the solution. Come to
Sigma Tau Gamma's ALL CAMPUS
PARTY this Friday, 8 :00 p.m.-??? and
end those UMSL blues. We are
located at 8660 Natural Bridge Rd.,
V2 mile west of campus on the left
side. Everyone is welcome! For more
information c all 427-9364.

For Sale
FOR SALE: Two Black Recardo LS
seats with spectrum strip, net head
rests and universal bracket mounts.
They were only used two months and
are in excellent condition. They cost
me $1 ,800 new, but I will sacrifice
them for $1,300 or best offer. If you
are interested call Jamie-227- 2845.

'78 Honda for sale $2,000. Low
mileage, good condition. Call 3859513 (Joyce) between 3 and 10 p.m
SUMMER JOBS - START INTER·
VIEWING EARLY! 200 V.I.P. CONTACTS NATIONWIDE AT CORPORATIONS NOW HIRING! ONLY $5.95.
CAREERS, P.O. BOX 4784, ST.
LOUIS, MO 63108.
PROFESSIONAL JOB SEARCH KIT!
WITH INTERVIEWING TIPS AND
RESUME FORMATS DESIGNED BY
LEADING BUSINESS SCHOOLS.
$9.95.CAREERS, P.O. BOX4784,ST.
LOUIS, MO 63108.

Wanted
Let a PROFESSIONAL RESUME
WRITER help you look good! Call
Resumes That Work and enjoy the
advantage in a tough job market. Student discount. 727- 9577.
Decorator/Accessories Sales. Students wanted. Make your own hours,
will train. $20-30 per hour, need car
and self-discipline. Call immediately.
381-3078.
Experienced teacher for Community
Sunday School grades 4-6. Good
Jewish education and background
necesary. Call 652-3135 evenings.
Softball team needs players. If interested call Curt (423-8336) or
Orson (943-8274). We will be playing
on Saturdays and Sundays at Heman
Park in Un iversit~ City.

Ride wanted from Chesterfield to
UMSL. If interested contact Lily at
532-2832 before 5:30 p.m. Will pay
for gas.

Miscellaneous
Listen to Irish Melodies every Sunday evening from 4-6 p.m. on WGNU
92 FM radio.
Want to lose weight the quick,
healthy 100% guaranteed way? Call
527-4694. Aftemoons and evenings.
Scientific
Astrology,
beginning
'course, starts Feb. 16 at K's Health
Foods. For information or registration call Starmate Astrology at 3555102 or leave message.
Full 2- and 3-year ROTC scholarships available starting next year.
Minimum GPA 2.5. Application deadline March 1 and April 1 for 2- and 3year scholarships, respectively. Applicants applying before Feb. 8 receive special consideration. Call Mike
Sloan, 553- 5176.
ABORTION SERVICES: Confidential
counseling, pregnancy tests, pelvic
exams. REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
SERVICES-the oldest, most experienced and respected name in problem pregnancy counseling and
out pat ient abortion services in the
Midwest. Call: 367-0300, or 1-800392-0888 toll free in Missouri!
1- 800-325- 0200 toll free in Illinois.
In the Doctors Buildin g, 100 N. Euclid
at West Pine, St. Louis, Mo. 63108.

FOUND: Calculator in SSB 3rd floor.
Call and deSCf'ibe. Joan W. 553-5065 .
after 2 p.m.
.

Congratulations . Dave Parker and
Bruce Harrison for winn ing first place
in the UMSL Sports Car Club's Road
Rally. Second place goes to D'o ug
Cosk and Bob Yancy. The third place .
winners are Frank Wetters, Scott
Dolinsky, and Mike Hannigan (The
Sig Tau Racing Team.) You may all
pick up your prizes at Fantasy
Coachworks, 9611 Olive Blvd. in '
Olivette. Congratulations again and
we will see you at o.ur next event.
TYPING SERVICE
Error free typing done to your specifications-dissertations,
reports, .
term papers, etc. You do the research, we do the typing. 991-3197.
ClasslfiedAdsarefreeofchargeto
UMSL students and faculty and
staff members. Please place your
ad on the Classified Ad Forms
available at the Current offices; 1
Blue Metal Office BUilding, or the
University Center Information,
Oesk_ Include your name, ID number, phone number, and the
classification under which your ad
should run. Due to space limitations, only one ad per subject may
be run. Meeting and coming
events notices should be sent to
the Around UMSL editor.
The deadline for subm itting ads
is Friday, 4 p . m. for the following
Thursday's Current.
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------.. .11 0 I_____

T_h_u_rs_da_y

• "Photography
Plu.:
P.~
mutations .nd Modlflc.tlons of the
SlIv.r Print" continues in Gallery 21 0
through Feb. 25. The gallery, located
at 210 Lucas Hall, is open from 9 am.
to 9 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and 9 am. to 5 p.m. Friday.

• Pensonn.1 from the Offlc. of St...
d.nt Fln.ncl.1 Aid .n•••r qu...
tlon. from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the lobby
of the University Center.

• "Street Lif. in the F.r E ••t:
Scenes from Tokyo, Kyoto, Bangkok,
Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong:~
an exhibit of photographs by Sherman
LeMaster, is on view in the Center for
Metropolitan Studies, 362 SSB,
through Feb. 25.

• Wom.n's C.nter sponsors a lecture by Zuleyma Halpin of the UMSL
biology department on "The Effects of
19th Century Science on Sex-Role
Stereotyping" at noon in the center,
107A Benton Hall.

• Fin.ncial .id applic.tions are
available in the Office of Student
Financial Ai.d., 209 Wood Hall.

a Counseling Service workshop, starts
at 3 p.m. at 427
Call 553-5711
to preregister.

• "8ecom1ng Your Own TheNplst,"

___
F_ri_da_y

The Associated Black Collegians
open Black History Month activities
with a program with the Rev. Luis
Farrakon at 7 p.m. in the J.C. Penney
Auditorium.

C>

• Personnel from the Office of Stu-'
dent Financial Aid answer questions from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the lobby
of the University Center.

• Daily mass is held at noon Monday,
Wednesday and Friday and at 12:30
p.m. Tuesday and Thursday at the
Newman House.

-----.t11 21t-__s_at_u_rd_a_y
• The basketball Rivermen meet
Quincy College at 7:30 p.m. in the
. Mark Twain Building gymnasium.

• The basketball Riverwomen
travel to St. Louis University for a game
at 7:30 p.m.

• Friday, Feb. 11
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
. 11 p.m.-6 a.m. Fusion 91. This
KWMU Student Staff program presents alternative and . experimental jazz.
• Saturday, Feb. 12
1:30-2 p.m. Star Wars (Episode 12)
2-2:30 p.m. Star Wars (Episode 13)
5-7 p.m. A Prairie Home Companion
' 11 p.m.-midnight Gateway Jazz.
This KWMU Student Staff program
presents an hour of recorded performances of live jazz.
midnight-6 a.m. Pipeline. This
KWMU Student Staff program presents alternative and experimental
rock.

----~11

41t-__

M_o_n_d8_Y

ssa

• Today is the last day to drop a
course or withdraw from school
without receiving grades and today is
the last day to place a course on pass/
fail.

• Thu~da~Fe~10
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
.5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
9:30-10:30 p.m. Music of OurTime
10:30-11 p.m. Ken Nordine's
Word Jazz

"Th. a.st Littl. Whor.house in
T.x.... is presented at 7:30 and 10
p.m. Friday and Saturday at 101
Stadler Hall. Admission is $1 with
an UMSL student 10 and $1.50 for
genera~ admission.

• Psychology Org.nlz.tlon .meets
at 3 p.m. at 316 Stadler Hall.

-----411 "1 _~I-9

• KWMU , the 100,00Uwatt UMSL
radio station, broadcasts at 91 on
FM dials. Programming consists
mostly of classical music, supplemented by news, Itlublic affairs,
drama and alternative jazz and
rock broadcasts.

at the

• M.th.m.tlc.1 Scl.nc.. Colloquium. Charles Kenig of the University of Minnesota speaks on "Non-

negative Solutions of the Porous
Medium Equation" at 3:30 p.m. at 405
Clark Hall.

-------411 511-.__

T_ue_s_da_y

• The Jewish Student Union sponsors an informal faculty-student colloquium with Fred Pearson of the UMSL
political science department speak- .
ing on "Prospects for Peace in the Middle East: A Review After Lebanon" at
12:30 p.m. at 78 J.C. Penney Building.

PartiCipants are requested to bring
their own lunch.
• Peer Counseling hours are extended Monday through Wednesday
evenings in the Evening College
Office, 324 Lucas Hall, from 5 to 9
p.m.

-------411 6 ~I--.W_e_d_"_e_sd_a_y
• The Women's Center sponsors a
lecture by Margaret Gerner of the Sf.
Louis chapter of Compassionate
Friends on the topic "When a Child
Dies" at 11 :30 a.m. in the center, 107 A
Benton Hall.
• The
Veterans
Organization
holds an organizational meeting at
noon at 412 Clark Hall. Representativesfrom the UMSL Veterans Office
are scheduled to be in attendance;
sandwiches and cookies will be

served. For more information, call
553-5315 or 553-5316.
• The Counseling Service sponsors a free workshop on relaxation
training at 2 p.m. at 427 SSB. To register, call 553-5711 or 553-5730 .
• Collegiate
Anti-Communists
sponsor a seminar with Alejandro
Balaonos speaking on "The Sandinista Revolution: Liberation or Subjugation" at noon at 413 Clark Hall.

• Sunday,Feb.13
5-7 p.m. Gateway Classics
7-8 p.m. Creative Aging.
10-10:30 p.m. Playhouse 91
The Lord of the Rings
10:30-11 :30 p.rn. Sunday Magazine.
The Student Staff reviews the week's
news events.
11 :30 p.m.-midnight Sports Spectrum. The Student Staff reviews the
week in sports.
midnight-6 a.m. Miles Beyond .
This Student Staff program presents alternative and mainstream
jazz.
• Monday, Feb. 14
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.rn. All Things Considered
• Tuesday, Feb. 15
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Wednesday, Feb. 16
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Thursday,Feb.17
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6:30 p.m. All Things Considered

Frank Russe ll

9:30-10:30 p.rn. Music of Our Time
10:30-11 p.m. Ken Nordine's
Word Jazz

ON THE RADIO: Jim Dryden (left) and Kevin Killeen prepare to go on the airwith
"All Things Considered." The news program includes local and national
segments.

.
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Swimmers point to next season
the s'eason over. the UMSL swimmers can look forward to next
year. This year, obviously. would
rather be forgotten . The men
finished with a record of 2-6, and
the women rounded things out
with their sixth loss of the year,
as compared to only one victory .
In the beginning. though , Coach
Greg Conway was hoping to better the men's record of 7-3 from
last year. and his goal for the .
women was to win two meets .
Both of these goals were unaccomplished .

'Jan Kimack
assistant sports editor

Following a dismal , mundane
season the UMSL swimmers participated ' in their final meet of
the season last weekend. The
finsters hosted the Washington
University Bears and S1. Louis
University for the S1. Louis Area
Athletic Collegiate Association's
annual tri-meet-a' meet providing its victor bragging rights to
the S1. Louis area swimming
championships.
But you don't hear any of the
UMSL swimmers doing any bragging. As it has been throughout
the course of the season , UMSL
came out on the short end of
things, again.
In the three-team competition,
both the UMSL men's and
women's squads finished in the
tournament cellar. Washington
U. won the men's competition
with 166 pOints , followed by
SLU's 133 and UMSL's 115. SLU
won the men's counterpart as the
women Billikens totaled 190
points , followed by Washington
U. and UMSL with 178 and 142
points , respectively .
In actuality , SLU dominated
the tri-meet, winning many of the
men 's events, and almost all of
the women's events. Washington
U. proved competitive, placing
second and third in many of the
events. The UMSL men's teams ,
which after the first day of competition found itself in second
place, also proved competitive
as four of the six men swimmers
took top honors in different
events.
"We shouldn't have even had a
chance to be in second place after
Friday's competition," said Bob
Chitwood. " We only had six guys.
but we think we are the baddest
six swimmers in the area."
As for individual UMSL men
winners, John Wilson took first
place in the 50-yard freestyle,
Chitwood finished in the top spot
winning the 100-yard backstroke,
and Bob Swain won the one- and
three-meter diving events. In

Yes , all in all it was a bad
season for the UMSL swimming
program . The swimmers were
few in number, and according to
Eppert, "The coaching was really
bad ~ too. Greg just wasn 't into it
this year. It really hurts me
because this is my last year. All
of the other swimmers can look
forward to next year, but I can't."
All of the women swimmers
are expected to return next year,
except for Eppert , and many of
the men are hopeful returnees
also. Head coach Conway will not
return. however, as he submitted
his resignation earlier in the
season.
"I'm looking forward to next
year." Chitwood said. " Many of
the juniors will be back and a lot
of new, good swimmers are going
.
to j~in the team ."

Rich Pod horn

LOOK OUT BELOW: Bob Swain, a recent addition to the UMSL swim team, shows his form at the
St. Louis Area Athletic Collegiate Association meet over the weekend. Swain qualified for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament by scoring 439.9 points.

three-meter diving, Swain tallied
439.9 pOints during the two-day
competition; qualifying hifl\ for
the NCAA divison 2 national
competition. he needed 420 points
in either the one- or three-meter
diving events to qualify, and as

Washington University swimming coach Martha Tillman said,
"I think he missed the one-meter
diving totals by three points; it's
really a shame."
The UMSL women swimmers,
however, didn't win a single first

place. "We didn't even think
about winning, ,. said Theresa
Eppert. "We knew we didn't have
a chance; we did really bad. It
was a bad !leason."
And so, with the final meet of

Chitwood·added, "We were disappointed with our season this
year, but that makes us all the
h~ngrier for next year."
Next year. That's what the
UMSL swimming season has
come down to. After a season
they would rather forget , there
isn't much else. Maybe the future
will prove better for the swimmers as a new coach will take
over. a greater number of swimmers will be participating, and
hopefully abetter attitude will be
present around the UMSL pool.

Rivermen tumble in MIAA Ex-UMSL cagers
Kyle Muldrow
reporter

The 1976 NBA championship
series between Boston and
Phoenix was one of the most
memorable in the history of the
association. But, the one game
that will go down as the most
exciting was Game 5 in Boston. In
the fourth quarter, Phoenix trailed by 10 points with 2 minutes to
go, but rallied to send the game
into overtime. Boston came away
victorious, however, in a tripleovertime thriller.
That game was replayed last
Wednesday night. But instead of
Boston and Phoenix, the teams
were the UMSL Rivermen and
the Northeast Missouri State
University Bulldogs. Northeast
totally dominated the first half,
opening up a 15-point lead. But,
the Rivermen came back strong,
taking a six-point lead with 1
minute , 30 seconds left to play.
Then, the Rivermen's old problems (turnovers and free throws)
came back to haunt them. NEMO
• tied the -game and sent it into
overtime.
Now , back to Boston. The most
memorable moment of that
'game came in the second over-

time period. Boston held a twopoint lead with three seconds
left. Phoenix inbounded the ball
and a forward named Garfield
Heard grabbed it. 35 feet away
from the basket. Heard sent up a
. desparation shot that swished
through the basket just as the
buzzer went off.
Now. let's switch the scene
back to Kirksville. UMSL controlled the opening tipoff of the
first overtime period and went
into a stall. Their plan was to hold
the ball for the entire five
minutes and then get off a hopeful shot. The Rivermen held the
ball for the first 4 minutes, 56
seconds of the period. Then, Carlos Smith put up a jump shot that
went in. UMSL was .' .' up by two.
NEMO quickly called a time-out
with two seconds left. Then . ..
well , let coach Rich Meckfessel
explain what happened.
"They've got the ball and
they've got to go 94 feet. They
threw a long pass and the guy
(who caught the ball) just turned
around and threw the ball at the
basket and it went in."
So, onto the second overtime
period. The Rivermen played
tough but missed two critical
shots. But the game was still tied .

In the third overtime period , the
. Bulldogs grabbed an advantage
and won the game, 78-76 .
Despite the loss, the Rivermen
turned out some excellent individual performances. Smith
showed off his scoring ability by
tossing in a game-high 34 points.
Also, Ron Porter played another
outstanding gcyne, pulling down
12 rebounds.
On Saturday night, the Rivermen traveled to Warrensburg to
face the Central Missouri State
University Mules, who were
ranked 12th nationally in National Collegiate Athletic Association Division 2 and a 14-4
record . This was a revenge game
for the Mules: they had lost to
UMSL, 67-55, earlier in the
season. The game was even for
most of the first half. Tilen, with 4
minutes, 30 seconds to go in the
half, CMSU went on a .scoring
spree that lasted 4 ~ into the
second half. During that span,
the Rivermen were outscored by
16 pOints. But, the Rivermen
fought back again. With less than
a minute to go, they trailed by
only two points. But in an effort to
See "Riverme.n," page 15

reunited for game
Curt Melchior
sports editor .

Does history repeat ftself?
Can lightning strike twice?
The answers to these questions, as well as others, will be
apparent on Saturday night,
Feb. 12, as numerous Rivermen from yesteryear return
to the Mark Twain gymnasium.
Twenty ex-Rivermen who
performed from 1966 to 1982
will return for this an.n ual
alumni contest. Some have
been away from UMSL for
only a short time, while others
have not laced up their
sneakers for a decade.
The returning stars include Steve Novak (1966-67),
Clarence Slaughter (1967 -71),
Verle Sutton (1968-70), Steve
Meier (1968-69), Greg Daust
(1968-71), Jim Buford (197072), Jim Peleck(1972- 75), Jim
Goessling (1973-77), Dale
Hoette (1974-75), Dave Watkins (1974-78), Hubert Hoosman (1975-79), Brad Scheiter
(1977-81), Rick Kirby (1978-

80). William Harris (1978-82),
Gary Rucks (1979-81), Glen
"Doody" Rohn (1968-72),
Rolandis Nash (1974-78), and
Francis Goellner (1970-72).
kivermen who will return
to help guide these ex-stars
are Chuck Hinson' (1968-70)
and Terry Reiter (1966-68).
UMSL Athletic Director.
Chuck Smith had " these
thoughts on the contest. "We
are always interested in
alumni relations. ' With an
alumni basketball game the
alumni can see how our new
staff is doing, how the new
players are doing and what is
going on with the presentday team. "
Remember that Saturday
,night, Feb. 12, is the date. The
. place is the Mark Twain gym'nasium and the event is
Alumni Night. The players
may be from the past but don't
pass up the chance to see
these athletes in action just
one more time.

-
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Women look f or
cure to woes
Kurt Jacob
reporter

In a year when things are going
bad , it would be easy for the person in charge to give up hope ,
make excuses, or just quit his job ..
Such is not the case with UMSL
womens' basketball coach Mike
Larson .
Larson 's team has gone into a
dreadful slump after performing
somewhat impressively early in
the season. The Riverwomen
have lost four in a row as their
league record has dropped to a
sixth place, 1-6. But Larson and
his team are not giving up .
" We still have a shot at finishing in the top four :' Larson said.
" We win four of our last five
peaguel games and we've got a
go<!d chance of getting in the
playoffs."
Last week, UMSL was unsuccessful in two tough road contests as it found defeat at the
hands of Northeast Missouri .
State University and Central
Mi sso uri State University .
At NEMO, an uninspired UMSL
team allowed the host Bulldogs
to get a fast start. UMSL was
leading 8- 4 when NEMO went on
a 23-8 spurt enroute to a 39-25
halftime lead .
In th e second ha lf. UMSL
played
more
as
a reswith
ult , got
backinten
in thsity
e gaand
me .,
Sandy Moore's seven stra ight
points brought· UMSL to wit hin
two with 10 minutes 25 seconds
remaining . But th e Bulldogs rattied off six qu ick points and

Basketball in full swing
Ronn Tipton

never were seriously threatened
again as they wound up with a 7866 decision.
Moore led UMSL with 16 pOints
and seven rebounds while Deb
Skerik and Chris Meier poured in
11 and 10 points respectively .

repo rter

Last week marked a spot in
the hearts of St. Louis basketball lovers. Over 19,000 fans
saw the Kansas City Kings
host the Los Angel es Lakers.
With the possible sale of the
St. Louis Blues to Saskatchewan,
Laskatchewan,
many loyal fans are talking
about the possibility of a 'pro
basketball team coming to St.
Louis . This is just a rumor,
though, so for now those fans
will have to be content with
the next best thing - UMSL
intramural basketball.
Both intramural leagues
are starting their second week
of play. In the day league,
Tuesday division, the Keggers
and Devastation are tied for
first with 2-0 records. Following closely behind them are
the Shorts, who are 1-0.
Behind them come ROTC-1
(1-1), the Big Dogs (0-1) , the '
Deans (0-2) and the Beach
Bums (0-2).

On Saturday night. Larson and
Company traveled to Warrensburg, Mo., to take on the highlyranked Jennies of Central
Missouri
State
University.
CMSU currently is ranked fourth
in the Division 2 national polls.
Despite the supposed difference in talent, the Riverwomen stayed close to the Jennies and with 5Y! minutes left in
the first half, CMSU held a slim
six-point lead . But UMSL hit a
dry spell. committed a few quick
turnovers and at the half, trailed
by 14 .
UMSL stayed even with Central in the second half but
couldn't gain ground as the Jennies prevailed in the long run, 8062 .
" We were up for this game,"
Larson said. " We came out fired
up and played them tough .
"We always play Central relatively close and with the exception of a few minutes late in the
first half Saturday night, we
played them close."
" Our bench play was~ood too ,"
he added, "Ellie ISchminkl:
Kandy
and lift.
Georgia
IHinsonlIStickrodl
gave us a, big
"
Moore again led the Riverwomen with 22 points and seven
page 15
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58-47, the Keggers running
over the Beach Bums 83-59,
and Devastation knocking off
the Deans 39-34.
In the Thursday afternoon
league, the United Blacks,
Biology Club, and Salt & Pepper are all tied for the lead at
1-0. In their wake come the
Butchers, FUBAR, and the
Papal Bulls, all of whom are at
0-1. .
.
In last Thursday's action,
United Blacks killed the
Papal Bulls 67-21 , the Biology
Club downed FUBAR by 15,
and Salt & Pepper got by the
Butchers 50- 43 in overtime.

The B division is lead by the
Papal Bulls and Beta Alpha
Psi. both 1-0. Behind them are
the Baseball Rivermen (0-0) ,
Optometry School J O-1) , and
Psychos (0-1). Last Tuesday's
results are FUBAR over
Fighting Irish 37-25 , Icemen
over Sig Tau by forfeit , Beta
Alpha Psi over Optometry
School 37-30, and Papal Bulls
over Psychos 38-30. Games
scheduled for Tuesday night
were Fighting Irish vs. Icemeri . No Names vs . Latecomers, Baseball Rivermen
vs. Psychos, and Optometry
School vs . Papal Bulls.

Day games scheduled for
next week are Tuesday, Big
Dogs vs. Beach Bums, Shorts
vs . Devastation, and the
Keggers vs. the Deans; and
today United Blacks vs.
Butchers, FUBAR vs. Salt &
Pepper, and Papal Bulls vs .
Biology Club . •

Intramural notes: An intramural racquetball tournament will begin Feb. 21. The
deadline for entry is Feb. 18 .
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Campus 10 years .
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The Best Bargain in Town
1000/0 See'

-hamburger

THURSDAY, FEB 17
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2:30- 4:30 pm

"More burger than bun "1M

Cool Valley Dairy ' Queen
1326 So. Florissant Rd .
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- french fries
- soft drink
-sundae
reg. 5 oz.
(your choice of flavors)
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Project Philip
P.O. Box 8305
St. Louis, Mo. 63132

intramural
report

Tuesday's action included
the Shorts downing ROTC-l

.

Se~"Riverwomen,"

In the night league, FUBAR
and the Icemen lead the A
division with 1- 0 records,
Following them are the No
Names (0-0), Sig Tau (0-1),
Fighting Irish (0-1), and the
Latecomers (0-1), who have
replaced the Sig Tau's who in
turn forfeite d out.

417 CLARK HALL
With 1/3 lb.DOUBLE
HAMBURGER

$2.29

Scripts available in the Speech Offices
in Luc8s ·H all. Parts available for
4 black men and women.
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UMSL skaters in second; playoffs upcoming
Bob Chitwood
reporter

"We're the best in the league
when we're not outnumbered ,"
proclamined UMSL defenseman
Ken Whitbrodt. And last Thursday's 6-2 glide over St. Louis
Collegiate Hockey League leader
St. Louis University doesn't
damper the proud Riverman's
view.
It was exactly three weeks ago
that UMSL last faced SLU. On
that blustery night the Billikens
sUited up 111 players against the
Rivermen 10. After an early lead
and a gallant fight the Billikens
just wore down their shorth;mded opposition. SLU scored
four third period goals and stole
the game 4":'2. Last week things
were different.
"We were finally in the same
boat," Whitbrodt explained.
The reason both teams were in
the same boat is that a majority
of the SLU crew competed in last
week's International Junior B
hockey tournament at south
county's Affton Ice Rink. Two of
UMSL's leading scorers, Jim
Demos and Bill Karides, also

were skating in the tourney for .
their Junior B clubs. As a result
the tally of skaters playing in the
Billiken - Rivermen battle read
UMSL 8; SLU 8. Even. That's a
ratio that Rivermen physical
defenseman Eric Amundson likes.

League Standings

SLU
UMSL
Meramec
Parks

" When we have all our players ,
we're as good as anyone in this
league. If they say they're better ,
we'll just have to prove them
wrong." Against SLU they proved
it.

his second goal, giv{ng UMSL a
comfortable 4- 1 lead.
As it turned out, UMSL's first
period output was more than '
enough to collect the victory. The
Billikens are a skating, finesse
team. Their offense calls for
sneaking a center or a wing behind the·.opposition's defense to
gain a quick breakaway or a twoon-one opportunity. Defenseman
Whitbrodt knew this Billiken
goal equation and he had the
UMSL answer .

In the first period the Rivermen attacked the Billikens like
ants - at a' picnic. UMSL right
winger Chris Sprague struck first
just three minutes into the contest on a feed from center Jim
Wilhelm. Thirty-seven seconds
later Sprague returned the favor.
Wilhelm found the back of the
Billiken net on assists from
Sprague and winger Craig Gulley
to take a 2-0 lead.

" We make sure that everyone
comes back to help out,;" he said.
"Our first priority is to keep the
puck out of our end and into
theirs. " Good idea , the philosophy being that it is much easier to
stop a long slap shot than defensing a five-foot crib shot.
SLU managed only one more

Gulley earned his second
assist of four for the night when
he passed to left winger Rick
. Peterson who scored midway
into the period. Wilhelm closed
out the red and gold barrage with

TEXAS)NSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

University Bookstore
Lower Level University Center

from page 13

get the ball back, the Rivermen
had to foul someone. That someone turned out to be the Mules'
star guard , Brian Pesko. Pesko
made 12 of 15 free throws and
finished the game with 20 points
to lead the Mules to victory , 7366.
Porter led the Rivermen with
17 points . He also led the team
with 17 rebounds. Meckfessel
said that Porter " is getting better
every game . He's starting to
learn the college game. He's
really coming along. "
He also said that the team's
biggest problem right now is
shooting. "We'll have one player
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The second-place occupant
will be decided tonight when the
Rivermen meet the Warriors in
an 8:45 p.m. contest.
Even though the UMSL red and
gold can't capture first place , the
Meramec duel promises to be a
hot affair. The difference between second and third place is
"a matter of pride" according to
Amundson. And hopefully that
pride will carry these stickhandlers right through the playoffs.

Riverwomen--from page
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rebounds and Sandy Moriarty.
who has played really well since
the Christmas break, had 10
pOints, five rebounds, five assists
and four blocked shots.

of -. pizza!

Across From
Mark Twain Gym
on Florrissant Rd.

Home
of
the
COMBO
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Pitcher of Soda With any
Small- Medium -Large
.. Eat-In Pizza '
-OR-

FREE

. " she has helped us immensely. She does a lot of good thi ngs
on the court that don 't show up in
the stats."
So the Riverwomen are in their
home stretch and need to start
their run right away. They
couldn't have picked a better
team to start against than Rolla
- a team that UMSL defeated by
21 earlier this season.
" We're going to come out
preSSing them and make them
handle the ball," Larson said.
"They're a tall , slow team and I
think we can force them into
making turnovers."
As you can probably tell, Larson still has a iot of hope.
" We're not giving up on this
season ," Larson said . ''I'm not
going to look to next year yet, we
still have this year to worry ,
about. "
" We 're just going to work hard
and take one game at a time and
hope we come out on the winning end."

E: THICAL SOCIETY
A Liberal Religious Fellowship
of Ethical Humanists

I

Sun., Feb. 13, 10 A.M,Prof, Arthur Shaffer,

I

"Revolutionary War:
War of Liberation?"
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I
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11 :00 A.M. - MUSIC
FESTIVAL
9001 Ci.ayton Road

991-0955
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Liter of Soda With any
Small- Medium- Large
Carry -Out Pizza
Call in for Carry -Out
or place your order for Eat-In
522-8181

____
_ _For
_ _Discount
_____________
:l _ _ _- _ _ _ _ _ _Bring
In_Ad

Gateway to a great way of life,

The playoff format calls for the
first-place team to face the
fourth-place team, and the
second-place finisher to meet
the third runner-up. The Billikens
are this inaugural campaign's
regular season champs. The Bills
are untouchable with 21 points.
The league doormat belongs to
Parks which is 0-13 . Second and
.third place are up for grabs.
UMSL leads Meramec in that
race with 16 points to Meramec's
15 .

record is now 9-11, with a conference record of 2-5 . .. UMSL
played the University of Missouri-Rolla last night at the Mark
Twain
Building . . . Freshman
forward Ron Porter has collected
43 rebounds in his last three
games. .. The Rivermen play
again Saturday, Feb. 12, at home
against Quincy College. Tipoff
time is 8 p.m .
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who will shoot well one night and
one player who won't and then,
the next night that'll be turned
around. We shot 38 percent
(against Central Missouri) and
then we shot in the low 40 's
(percent-wise) against Northeast. In college basketball today,
you've got to shoot 48 or 49 percent if you're going to win. "
UMSL notes; The Rivermen's

J A::fj~

CALL CAPT. THUMSER
230

. ... .

Since the SLU defeat three
weeks ago the hockey team has
rebounded with three consecutive wins over St. Louis Community College at Meramec ,
Parks College, and finally the
Billikens. The skaters are gaining momentum for the St. Louis

1

" you hove 0I1eosI1wo ylOlS 01 groduote or undergroduote educonon ohead, ond you keep gelling clues thOl your money is running ·
short, then 0 fWO.yeor All Force ROTC scIlOIors/IIp may be tne SOIUIion.
Currenlly we're seeking young men ond women who would like to
serw tneIr notion os All Force omcers. COnsequentty, " you're majoring
In 0 seI8cIed, technlcoVnon-technicol, scienllfic, nUrsing, or pr&rnedk:olllekl, or con quoIIIy for pilot, novigOIor, or missile troining, IIl8n
you may be eligible for 0 ~r IJr Force ROTC SChOiorship. The
schOiorshlp pays your tuition, lob fees, (plus Incidental fees), books,
ond $100 per month lOx tree. And 8'181'1 1/ you dol,.. quollty lor tne twoYlOr SCholarship, you stili receive the $100 0 month willie enrolled in
the Air Force ROTC IWO-year progrom.
WhoI do we ask In rlllUm? ThoI you serve AmerIco 0I1eost four yealS
os on Air Force officer. Your Air Force ROTC counselor hos the deloils
ond quollticOlton requirements. Check" oul. " might even make your
educOlton finances seem elementary.
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Amundson was pleased with
the victory. "We played pretty
well, " said Amundson, because
"we knew we had to win. We have
guys who like to win." Lately winning has been a common companion to the Rivermen.

r-------------------------------

10% Discount on all Calculators
with Student or Staff I.D.'s

EXPONENTIAL,
MY DEAR
WATSON~ .. ~..

Sprague went home with two .
goals and one assist. Wilhelm ,
who Amundson says "kicked
butt," scored two goals and
passed out two assists. Right ·
winger Gulley offered more
helping hands than a Boy Scout.
The unselfish winger dished out
four assists to his explosive
teammates.

Collegiate Hockey League playoffs that begin Thursday, -Feb.
17.

Rivermen------,------ -

A Unique "Systems" Approach
To Bettet Financial

TI Business Analyst -II

W L T PTS
10 2 1 21 8 5 0 16
15
7 5
0 13 0 0

goal over the final two periods
and the Rivermen added two insurance goals to bring the final
total to 6-2. It was a satisfying ,
win for the several home-team
puckhandlers.
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The Associ'a ted
Black Collegians
PRESENT

,Black History Month 1983

*
*

Feb. 11 Minister Luis Farrakon
J. c. Penney Auditorium 7:00 p.m .
Feb. 17 African Art Before
,
Christ

by Vernon Smith 254 U. Center 12:30 p.m.

*

Feb. 18 All-African People's
Revolutionary Party

*
*
'*
*

254 U. Center' 12 noon

Feb. 16 - 18 History Exhibit
,

U. Center Lobby

Feb. 21 . Hugh White
, Tuskegee Airmen
Slide Show 254 U. Center 10:00 a.m.

Feb. 22 Sickle Cell Day
.
Screening
lecture and Testing 155 U. Center
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

-

Feb. 25 Jazz and .Soul
by KAYJA
,
u. Center Lounge 11 :00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

